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POSTSCRIPTS
by
Revilo P. Oliver

PROTECTING OUR FREEDOMS
It is generally believed that the Pacific Northwest is the least
polluted and filthy part of the co\intry that once was ours. There
is, therefore, some significance in a bit of news published in the
Peninsula Daily News (Port Angeles, Washington) on 26 June
1987.
A despatch from Portland, Oregon, informs us that in the tiny
village of Noti, which Has about a third of the way from
Springfield, Oregon, to the shore of the Pacific, there was a White
man who had not yet learned that he belongs to the race that has
made itself the most degraded and despised species of mammals
in the whole world. He thought that, he had the right to determine whom he would welcome onto property that he "owned," i.e.,
rented from the tax-collectors and usurers. He even had the
temerity to put on the door of his small tavern a sign that said,
"No Niggers."
A female Congoid from Eugene, and perhaps from the stinking slum that is called the University of Oregon, came to the
small village for some undisclosed reason and saw the sign. Her
delicate, flower-like soul withered at the thought there was a
place into which she was asked not to intrude to annoy the white
slaves who must work to subdidize and pamper her parasitic and
terribly prolific race. The distressed negress complained to the
regional Soviet, and a Deputy Commissar immediately ordered
the White wretch who had imagined he owned the tavern to pay
to the Black female five thousand dollars to compensate her for
the anguish his sign had induced in her sensitive spirit.
It must be noted that there was no indictment, no trial, no
formal process whatsoever: the lordly Commissar just, commanded to the lowly peasant to payup to the swart superior who
had been so well educated (at publictexpehse) that she could read
his sign.
,''
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The Commissar, by the way, was a female who bears an
Aryan name and may be a defector from our race, which she evidently hates with Yiddish fervor. She screeched that failure to
kowtow to the African species that is at present petted by
Yahweh's Godly Race was "a particularly noxious form of
bigotry," and she said, in effect, 'You white swine! Do you dare to
imagine that you have rights under the Dictatorship of the
Proletariat's Masters?"
It is true that the regional Soviet was officially called the
State of Oregon, and the Commissar bore the title. State Labor
Commissioner. Some simple-minded folk think that makes a difference.
So far as one can tell from the press, none of tlxe Aryans, who
are still a majority in Oregon, noticed what was done to one of
them, or had the slighest perception of the degradation i n which
they cheerfully acquiesce. Or i f some did feel a sensation in the
cerebrum that might have become thought, they hastily took
another slug of Jesus-juice, a narcotic that is more insidious and
deadly than heroin or cocaine.
There is nothing peculiar about the situation in Oregon.
Democracy functions more efficiently i n Utah, where there was a
young German farmer named John Singer, who refused to send
his children to have their brains addled in the public boobhatcheries. Ten brave deputy sheriffs drove out to his farm and
shot him in the back as he was walking from his mail-box to his
house. That simplified matters and doubtless taught his widow
and children the place that Yahweh allotted to pigs and Aryans
in the world he gave to the Superhumans who are his divinely
begotten Children, as all good Christians know from his statements i n the Jew-Book (Exodus, 4.22, et passim).
Members of our self-doomed race are being taught their place
everywhere. In Arkansas, for example, some members of an organization called (oh, horrors!) Aryan Nations are about to be
subjected to a Communist-style showtrial by pseudo-legal terrorists from the still shghtly disguised dictatorship in Tel-Avivon-the-Potomac. The gabble of the Federal lawyers you pay to
harass and oppress you does not cover up the fact that the
prisoners are really charged with having had thoughts that had
not been certified as kosher. And neither i n Arkansas nor elsewhere do the millions of epicene and spineless dumb brutes who
are descended from Aryan men seem to be in the least worried.
2
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Incredible as it would seem to an observer come to the earth
from a civilized planet somewhere i n the universe, there are
Americans who chatter about "fighting Communism" in
Nicaragua or some place even more remote. And I predict that
when our "democracy" is fully implemented a few years hence,
Americans who have watched a neighbor being beaten to death in
the street-by the Thought Police, will nod sagely to one another
and say, "Isn't it nice we are protected from extremists who think
we are fit to live? We must preserve our Jew-given freedoms."

***

POOR OLD RONNIE!
We are a peculiar race, unlike all others. We, for example,
feel compassion for the exhausted and faltering caribou when the
wolf-pack closes i n for the kill. We feel compassion for the
caribou although the wolf is an animal, both courageous and prudent, that our race instinctively admires^ as is obvious from the
very large number of men who bear personal names or surnames
that are compoimds of wulf. What is more, we feel that compassion although we know it to be irrational, since predators and
their prey are the very basis of the cycle of organic life on earth,
and innumerable caribou will be brought down by wolves endlessly, so long as there are caribou and wolves.
Our sympathies, needless to say, extend only to the higher
mammals. No one ever felt compassion for a rat, and although
Robert Bums waxed sentimental about his wee mousie, and Walt
Whitman declaimed that a mouse was a "miracle" to confute
atheists, we feel no compunction when we rid our houses and
bams of mice. A n d i f we could exterminate rattlesnakes and
cockroaches, we would.
When we consider the species of mammals that have articulate languages, we have two quite different attitudes. When we
think with the cold objectivity that may be a peculiar ability of
our race, we can attain a limited understanding of other races, as
of speechless mammals, by observing their conduct and inferring
from it their instinctive morality and intellectual capacity, in
terms of which we judge them dispassionately and without
reference to our own standards. But when it is a question of
emotional response and sympathy, we necessarily judge in terms
of our own racial morality and, unless our m/nds have been perLibeHy Bell / September 1987
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1. That the burlesque expedition was merely inept and stupid blundering is no longer certkin, since Jim Taylor disclosed the fact one member of the comedy'team was a Jew, who would probably have been in
charge. (See Liberty Bell, May 1987, p- 36).

The latest addition to the evidence that Ronnie's skull is
crammed with silly superstitions is the report in the press that
another of his coadjutors, fat-faced Meese, the Attorney General,
opines that Satan himself must be at work in the District of Corruption, for only instigation or possession by the Devil could
make men so wicked that they do not spontaneously revere
Yahweh's Sacred Sheenies.
Ronnie, moreover, seemed so bewildered when, after six
years, he was- caught arming Iran to fight the Jews' war against
Iraq, and his Jewish directors did not protect him. One could imagine how he would have felt in the old days, if, after he obeyed a
film director's instructions to mount a horse and ride away, he
had been arrested as a horsethief.
He seemed so dazed and
alone that we impulsively said, "Poor old Ronnie!"
On consideration, however, we had to check our impulse to
sympathize with the aging dunderhead who appeared to be the
underdog. A survey of his record dried up the founts of pity in a
hurry. He was a national disaster. And although we may be certain that in the White House, as formerly on the cinema lots in
Hollywood, he performs to please his Jewish directors, he cannot
be so stupid as not to know that he is now acting in real life, not
in some claptrap bit of make-believe. However dim his intellect,
he must perceive that he is an accomplice in treason against his
nation and race.
His early career in the dirty business called politics should
have disqualified him for election to any office. It was outlined
almost twenty years ago by Kent Steffgen in Here's the Rest of
Him, published in April 1968 as a paperback by Forsight [sic]
Books in Reno, Nevada.
Ronnie's career through his first year as Governor of California was ample proof that his director was not to be trusted.
Remember, we are not talking about politics in the Aristotelian
sense, the determination of what is to a nation's advantage and
will ensure its future, which now interests no one except NeoNazis and other wicked people who think our race should not
commit suicide. We are talking about politics in the American
sense, i.e., the game that is played for profit by two opposing
teams in a kind of gran'diose football. Ronnie not only doublecrossed the voters who had elected him because they were
impressed by his recitation of spiels made up by his speechwriters: that is only normal and commonplace today. Posing as a
"conservative Republican" and elected by the support of the "con-
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verted by poisonous superstitions, of the well-being of our own
people and race, to which we have been indissolubly linked by
birth and to which we owe a biological and imprescriptible loyalty. We may admire intellectually the achievements of other
races, but our sympathies are engaged only to the extent that
they conform, or we imagine they conform, to the morality of our
race and they represent no menace to it.
Our deepest sympathies, naturally, go to persons of our own
race, most of all -^ell-bred women or children, who encounter misfortune through no fault of their own, while our most intense
reprobation is focused on traitors to our race, whom we can no
more pity than we can pity piranhas or termites. In our attitude
toward individuals, however, we are affected by another racial
characteristic, our instinctive sjnnpathy for the underdog, which
not infrequently perturbs or supersedes strictly moral judgements.
Thus we all, I think, felt twinges of sympathy for the brokendown actor when his advisers came running out of the White
House as frantically as rats from the hold of a sinking ship and
he faced prosecution by ambitious gangs in Congress, as had his
predecessor, "Tricky Dicky" Nixon, who was forced to resign because he had engaged a team of amateurs who bungled an operation such as the C.I.A. carries out routinely and regards as its
own province, which it shares only with its affiliates, the Jews'
Mossad and the Soviets' K.G.B.
Ronnie seemed such a stupid,old galoot! He was reliably
reported to be so gullible that he actually believed wild tales in
the Jew-Book about a decisive battle to be fought in an unknown
place called Armageddon or Harmegedon or Hermigadon or
something like that. He naively chose as agents such misfits as
Colonel Oliver North, who is said to be a "Pentecostal" and subject to spasms in which he babbles out streams of nonsense syllables, and Robert McFarlane, who, with a team diguised i n a
manner worthy of boys playing "cops and robbers," went to an Islamic nation, bearing comical gifts, including a Bible
autographed by Ronnie with an inscription that only a simpleminded old duffer could have written as other than a calculated
insult to Moslems.''
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servative Republican" politicians, he regularly double-crossed
them for the benefit of the "Liberal (i.e., proto-Communist)
Democrats."
That Ronnie, with a record that even a ward-heeler could understand, was given a political office after his term as Governor
was simply proof that the old game of pohtics is now "fixed." The
teams no longer play to win or lose, but to amuse the bovine
public.
In the autumn of 1984 it was more than ever clear what
made the old hoofer perform. Despite the efforts of the liepapers
to give the impression that the election in November was to be a
contest, it was obvious that Reagan's opponent, the despicable
hero of the homosexuals, and the moll who had been chosen as
his companion were stooges, employed to make the election
entertaining and even exciting to individuals who thought the
result would make some appreciable difference in what they
would suffer at the hands of "their" government.
By the spring of 1984 it was indubitable that the Jews had
decided to reemploy Ronnie as their shabbatgoy in the White House,
and that, of course, meant that he would be reelected in November. To
reassure European Jews, who might misunderstand conditions in the
United States, the Tribune juive, edited by Rabbi Gruenewald,
published in its issue for the fortnight 20 April-3 May 1984 an article
that was reprinted in the June issue of the Revue de la politique
frangaise from which I translate the following extracts:
Political circles in the United States, which are not easily
surprised, were nevertheless amazed by the final struggle in
the clash between the two principal candidates for nomination
by the "Democratic Party," For a whole week, the war in San
Salvador—which millions of Americans regard as the beginning
of a new VietnamUwas forgotten. The unemployed in Detroit,
the economic crisis, American support for Honduras, President
Reagan's trip to China, and even the Soviet "peril" were topics
that were temporarily shelved and relegated to an indefinite future. What Walter Mondale and Gary Hart, in their contest in
the primaries in New York State, wanted above all to prove was
that each was more faithfully devoted than the other in his "gut
attachment" to the State of Israel....
The Jewish community enjoys an influence far in excess of
its numbers, which it uses at the crucial points in deciding
nominations, first of all in the committees, then throughout the
campaigns to raise funds, and finally during the primaries....
6
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In the electoral process, what really counts is the money
that is available at the very beginning to start a snowball and
so put a candidate in the running. And that is where the organizations of Jews have their power. Even in the states in
which there are fewest Jews, the Americans' political organizations can raise money..„to support or combat a candidate. More
than half the money that is spent to launch political campaigns
comes from individual Jewish contributors or firom Jewish organizations. Jews are a tiny minority, but the way in which
they are "organized, their sense of discipline, and their longstanding policy of subsidizing causes they have at heart, make
them the financially preponderant pressure-group. Since the
Six-Day War in 1967, their power has become even more formidable, and it is simply inconceivable that there should be a
candidate, no matter who he is, who does not have his
"treasurer," that is to say, an associate whose duty it is to take
care of subventions from Jews....
As is only logical, Reagan's Jew is Max Fisher, one of the
wealthiest individuals in the United States....
' The principal [Jewish] organizations follow a candidate's
career firom the very beginning of his advancement in his own
state, in which it is customary for him to seek a seat in the
senate or house of representatives [of the state legislature].
Everyone knows the connection that linked President Harry
Truman^ to his former partner in their hat-store, Eddie Jacobson, who induced Truman to be the first to extend diplomatic
recognition to the State of Israel. Most of the American Presidents, especially the ones whose background and education left
them imperfectly acquainted with the manners and customs of
the Jewish community, appointed an Administrative Assistant
for Jewish Affairs in the White House. Frankhn Roosevelt had
David Niles, Eisenhower had Maxwell Robb, and Lyndon
Johnson had Harry MacPherson..,. John F. Kennedy, who had
dozens of Jews among the intellectuals who surrounded
him, appointed Meyer Feldman, while Nixon obtained the services of a great legal light in Jewish affairs, Leonard Garment,
who had been one of the principal directors of the Jewish community....
2. It is noteworthy that Rabbi Gruenewald ignores the fact that
Truman's father was a Sheeny. The pious rabbi may have been applying the orthodox criterion that the sons of Jews by White women are not
really Jews, or he may have thought it tactiess to mention that
Americans, with their simplistic notions of heredity, thought Truman
half-Jewish but were evidentiy not alarmed. A littie later, he likewise
makes no mention of the Jews' share of Franklin Roosevelt.
LibeHy Bell I September 1987
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Immediately after the election of Ronald Reagan, dozens of
Jews, most of them millionaires coming, like him, from California, invaded the White House. Max Ksher was the man in the
background, the secret counsellor. But Jacob Stein, the rich
real estate promoter, was appointed to the post of Adviser in the
White House. He was succeeded by Albert Spiegel, a leading
director of B'nai B'rith and an old friend of Reagan....

Rabbi Gruenewald was as explicit as he could be without
reaching the indiscreet candor of the famous "Protocols of the
Elders of Zion." It was not necessary to add that his international nation had achieved virtually total dominion over all the
means of communication, the public schools, the colleges and
universities, and even the pubhc libraries (as had been at that
very time demonstrated in California, where the librarians had
been affrighted by a suggestion that they be seen in possession of
books disapproved by God's Master Race). In addition, the Jews'
government in Washington had all the tax-paying animals by the
neck and could punish insubordination in whatever way its
Jewish owners might ordain. That is what the dumb brutes who
are descendants of Americans call "democracy," as they pride
themselves on their abjection.
Rabbi Gruenewald wrote to reassure European Jews that
their herds of goyim in the United States could never get out of
control, and he clearly meant that Reagan would be continued in
his job.^ That indicated what would be the result of the "election"
in November, which, of course, had already been decided when he
wrote in April. It did not necessarily mean that Reagan's employment would be continued for four years. Needless to say, the
Jews have only contempt for the venal creatures whom they hire
to gabble at the stupid Aryans, and when one of them ceases to
3. Just to avoid possible misunderstanding by stupid Jews, the JewishChronicle (London) published, with a chuckle, a photograph that showed
young Mondale when he was harranguing an assembly of Jews about
the urgency of a "fight against Fascism and Anti-Semitism" in London in
1949. The witless face of a mentally underdeveloped youngster, attired
in the slovenly garments that punks affected in 1949, and waving his
clenchedfistin the Communist salute, made the old photograph a satire
in itself, but the editor, with a sneer, added that while the photograph
was proof of Mondale's effort to win Jewish favor thirty-five years before,
he had been so piddling a personality that no one remembered him or
could recall having seen or heard him.

8
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be useful, they have no more compunction about junking him
than you would have about discarding a broken monkey-wrench.
The only noteworthy result of the election was the size of the
majority given Reagan, which corresponded almost exactly to the
majority given Nixon at the very time that our masters were
preparing to eliminate him with the factitious scandal called
"Watergate." That showed how tirelessly American "conservatives" take sucker-bait, but it also suggested that Ronnie might
be fired before his four-year contract expired. He might be forced
to resign, as Nixon had been, or assassinated, as Jackanapes
Kennedy had been, to incite hysteria among the boobs, or, given
his age, nature might be helped to take its course.
Now that McFarlane has testified before the Congressional
committee under the accipitri^ne eye of the Garment whom Rabbi
Gruenewald identified as the mentor of the ill-fated Nixon, it
does not at present seem likely that the Jews' Iranian ploy was
exposed for the specific purpose of providing a pretext for firing
Ronnie. There is, however, a distinct possibihty that the scandal
was precipitated to distract the attention of the Aryan boobs in
this country while the system of open terrorism under which they
are to exist henceforth is being perfected. Thus Ronnie will have
climaxed his career of service to Yahweh's Master Race, who may
or may not reward him with an "Academy Award."
That Ronnie acted under direction does not alter the fact that
he, as President, is morally responsible for all actions that he
authorized or could have prevented-is responsible for the present
and probable future plight of White Americans. That calls for a new
chapter.
•
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ERNST ZUNDEL ON THE DEATH OF

RUDOLF HESS
17 AUGUST 1987

A German hero has died in Allied captivity. Rudolf Hess,
Adolf Hitler's Deputy, risked his life, his career, and the
prospect of ever being with his beloved family again when,
in 1941, he made his famous Peace Flight to England for the
purpose of bringing to an honorable end the disastrous war
which was about to ruin Europe and destroy the British Empire.
'
He came not as a supplicant, for Germany was at the
apex of her power, but as a generous and just victor who
wished to see Europe in general and England in particular
not only surive, but prosper.
Rudolf Hess flew to England with the full l<nowledge of
Adolf Hitler, carrying with him an offer of peace in a war-torn
world. That England's corrupt oligarchy failed to rise to this
historic occasion will forever be England's shame.
That the Allies, who were not parties to the'war at that
time, since France had been defeated and America and Russia were not yet at war with Germany, would not only keep
this brave and idealistic man in captivity, but they would
drag him to their kangaroo court at Nuremberg to convict
him for "crimes against peace," says much more about the
evil of the Allied powers than it does of Rudolf Hess.
The Allies' mistreatment of Rudolf Hess also reveals the
utterly fraudulent basis of their legalistic lynchmob who accused Germans of crimes which the Allies themselves had
perpetrated.
We of the postwar generation of Germans shall not forgive the malefactors responsible for the imprisonment of this
innocent champion of Peace and Justice, for the injustice
committed against Rudolf Hess was truly a crime against
humanity.
Rudolf Hess,
your heroism and sacrifice will not be forgotten!
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CONGRESS
vs.
THE PRESIDENCY
The Interrogation of Lt. Col. North
by Hans Schmidt
writing in GANPAC BRIEF, August 1987, the monthly
Newsletter of the
G E R M A N - A M E R I C A N NATIONAL POLITICAL ACTION
COMMITTEE, P.O. Box 1137, Santa Monica C A 90401
Dear Members and Supporters:
These lines are being written while the IRAN-CONTRA hearings
(the " I S R A E L G A T E " interrogations on Capitol Hill) are still being
conducted. By the time this BRIEF reaches you, some of my conclusions
and assumptions may have been proven wrong. If this is the case, I hope
you forgive me. Currently there is little chance to overcome the time lag
of nearly three weeks between my (latest) writing and your receipt of
this newsletter.
Lt, Col. Oliver L. North, the star witness of the Congressional hearings, is still being interrogated by Arthur L. Liman, the Jewish "New
York" lawyer and main inquisitor for the Democratic majority of the
Senate, as I type. Needless to say, the unfolding drama is of utmost inxportance for the fate of this nation, and there is little doubt that it will
have serious ramifications for the futwe.
Not unexpectedly, I will be drawing different conclusions from
these alleged exercises in "democracy" than the pundits of the establishment media. As usual, I keep my eyes on the racial/ethnic angle, for
it is there, in my opinion, that the greatest impact will occur.
As is stands today, Col. "OUie" North is the hero of the proceedings.
We know that untold milHons of Americans are glued to their television
sets, and since most of these people are what we call "red-blooded"
Americans, there can be Uttle doubt where their sympathies lie when
they have a choice to choose between an obnoxious minority-type
lawyer, an mscrutable Asian-descent senator, or a young, boyish-looking
and bemedaled Marine colonel of majority (European) background.
Liberty Bell I September 1987
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(To the best of my knowledge, "ethnicity" has so far been mentioned only once. It occurred at approximately 2 pm on July 9th, 1987, at
the start of the afternoon session, when A B C T V anchorman Peter Jennings made reference to the large amount of adverse mail attorney
Liman had received after his aggressive interrogation of General
Secord, According to Jennings, "much of the mail had anti-Semitic
undertones".)
One must realize that the Americans are — by and large — pohtically not the most sophisticated people on this earth. A s a matter of
fact, there seems a determined attempt (by whom, do you suppose?) to
imbue Americans with a certain kind of gullibility and naivet6 beginning
with the first grades of elementary school. To put it bluntly: the more
stupid the mass of a people is politically, the easier it can.be ruled. T o
me, a native European, it is still a shock when I see how a genetically intelligent people is being kept miinformed through the incessant propagation of generally totally useless trivia.
However, there is — in my opinion — a great danger to the mindmanipulators in this. A people purposely kept uninformed has a great
susceptibility to rumors, and also a tendency to form judgments according to "gut feelings" (i.e., instinct), as we see in regard to the current
Congressional hearings. A n d there is no guarantee that such judgments
are always correct.
It is hard to believe' that the Democratic leadership of the
American Congress would permit itself to fall into such a trap as these
televised hearings. They ought to have reaUzed that for numerous
reasons the American " S T A A T S V O L K " (i.e., " W A S P S " ) are in
desperate need of heroes of their own kind right now, and that it could
only backfire when they pit "aliens" against someone Uke North. O n the.
other hand, it may well be that the Democrats do beheve their own
propaganda about the wonderful state of the pluralistic "ethnic" melting pot, and do not even conceive that all their decades-long efforts i n
this regard have been for naught.
There is no need to describe Arthur L . Liman in detail. I cannot
see that he is the type of man who would be winning the masses through
his outward demeanor, unless, of course, they are of his own ethnic/religious stock. Senator Daniel K . Inouye, a decorated combat
veteran of World War II (he lost an arm in Italy), probably has lost most
of the sympathies that had derived to him from his war sacrifice,
through his curt and inscrutable manners as the Chairman of the hearings. If the American people were told the truth, namely, that Inouye
has been a former "Israel Bonds" salesman, and that he is knoWn as an
avid Zionist, his stock would go down even further. Unfortunately, I
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have so far been unable to discover the ethnic background of John W .
Nields Jr., the House counsel. I have my doubts. The New York Times of
July 9th, 1987 (page A12) had an interesting description of both North
and Nields that might be of interest to you:
The two men, both boyish i n appearance, both projecting
intensity and commitment, both leaning forward on the edges of
their seats i n the crowded, ornate hearing room, seemed to personify a generational cleft tracing back to the 1960's. The
dichotomy was most sharply drawn in the split-screen
television images: Colonel North i n his crisp uniform, his thick
dark hair closely cropped, his face baleful; M r . Nields, a battered tan briefcase at his side, his thinning blonde hair falling
over his ears and collar, his expression suggesting restrained
and righteous anger.
O f the senators, Rudman is known to be Jewish, and Senator Cohen
will be perceived as being Jewish — i n spite of his Christian affiliation
— because of his name. Therefore, majority Americans, will get the impression that North, "one of theirs," Is being hounded by "mmorities"
(although the people will not use such a poUte description). Oliver L .
North may yet play an important role i n American politics, and I think
his actions and motivation ought to be judged i n greater detail. Please
read the following article [from the Miami Herald, of 5 July 1987,
deleted here for space reasons. —Editor.] with care, considering that
some of the facts may have been exaggerated. M y own comments will
follow.
There is no question that at this very moment tens of miUions of
American patriots (Rightists!), including most of the meimbers and supporters of G A N P A C , applaud Col. North. But a careful reading of M r .
C h a r d / s article, and the realization that since 1970 (when these contingency plans were developed as a result of the black riots following the
Martin Luther King assassination), the United States Government has
fallen almost totally into the hands of hardcore Jewish and "Christian"
Zionists, does show us that Oliver North could easily have been a major
instrument of the suppression of freedom-loving majority Americansl
In writing this, I am not criticizing North, "auch er kann nicht aus
seiner Haut heraus" ("he also can't leave his skin") — a German expression. The Colonel was born in 1943, and is therefore a typical
product of the postwar era, and particularly of the past twenty years,
when not only the truth about historical events but also our moral and
ethical values have been turned upside down. W e ought to be glad that
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this whole I S R A E L G A T E fiasco occurred, and that as a direct result
well-meaning and patriotic American officers and officials may be
awakened to the true facts of the political Ufe of the present. In this
sense, North's sympathies (and close cooperation) with the Israelis must
be understood. It is doubtful that he regarded Israel as anything but
"just another nation" that is "closely allied" with the United States. And
before you, my friends, fault OUver North for this kind of thinking, you
must remember that untold numbers of American Christians beUeve the
same. The full realization of Israel's true role will have to wait a while.
Oliver North is an extremely astute and articulate man. Almost
single-handedly he managed to get these (mostly) xmsympathetic
characters of the Congress of then: high horses, and he even accomphshed the feat to get them to fight amongst themselves. There is
every reason to beUeve that North will go far, and I am of the opinion
that due to various circumstances his philosophical outlook will turn
further to the right, with all that this entails. However, the American
power establishment is mortally afraid of military people who have proven
an ability to think for themselves, and cannot be bought with material incentives. As far as I can remember, every single live American war hero
with a good personality and a healthy dose of intelligence was either murdered, eliminated through character assassination, or else relegated to
oblivion. Do I have to mention General Patton, whom the power elite
could not permit to return to the United States because tens of
thousands of G.I.'s who had served under him, were ready to help him
"clean up America"? In the context of this discourse it might well be
worthwhile to note that Colonel North is now just about the same age as
Hitler was in 1933, when he became Reich Chancellor. A t any rate,
"OUie" North will henceforth have to be continuously on guard, and I
do hope he realizes from which quarters he is in greatest danger.
Perhaps the greatest lesson from the "OUie North affair" is something
I have been saying all along;
1. That the mood (and opinions) of the American people can
change incredibly fast.
2. That the "political education of the Americans" can occur rapidly when certain unforseen circumstances prevent the media masters
from exerting thek monoply on the news.
This bodes ill for those who try to make the alleged "Holocaust"
the central event of our time. Just imagine Ernst Ziindel's next
"Holocaust" trial receiving as much coverage on American T V as the
first one got in Canada!
In assessing Lt. Col. Oliver North's actions we must not forget that
the Congressional hearings, in fact the whole hullabaloo now called the
14
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"Iran-Contra" affair, centers around the so-called "Boland Amendment, " an illegal and probably unconstitutional attempt by Congress to interfere with a Presidential prerogative; namely, to conduct the foreign
policy and the foreign affairs of this nation.
I personally find it ironic that the very people who continously curtail the rights of the fifty states (another illegal act!) scream so loudly
when other, more sensible people, give a hoot about an amendment that
had been tacked onto a huge appropriations bill the President practically was forced to sign in order to retaui a functioning government.
Unfortunately, "democracy" means that we hire ("elect") so-called
lawmakers who spend most of their working hours creating mischief. ^Zmost every "law" they pass takes away some of ourfreedoms.That these
people are (almost) useless can be clearly seen when we compare
today's dismal state of this Union with that of decades ago, when members of Congress devoted only a fraction of their time to pubUc matters.
The greatest amount of freedom exists there, where people within a selfcreated society adhere voluntarily to such high standards of ethics and
morality that only a minimum of written laws are necessary to have a
well ordered state. Such was the original intent of the American Constitution.
The title of this treatise is "CONGRESS vs. T H E PRESIDENCY,"
and that is what it really boils down to. Certainly, no nation can be
governed well by 535 members of Congress. The fact that such an at~ tempt is being made proves the mediocrity and irrationality of most of
these people. It took a lowly Lieutenant Colonel of the U.S. Marine
Corps to set the record straight.
Looking back in history, we can compare Lt. Col. North to the
mediaeval knights who defended even an inept Kaiser (emperor)
against all attacks because the very position of the emperor was symbolic for that of the Reich (the empire), which again guaranteed
security and order for all those within its borders. Just read German,
French, British, Spanish, or Russian history and discover how important
a strong emperor always was for the well-being and existence of the
whole nation, Do American Congressmen really believe that these lessons of history do not also concern them?
Writing this, I am fully aware that "President Reagan is the best
American president Israel ever had," as a Jewish newspaper recently
wrote (in so many words). In a way, American patriots are between a
rock and a hard place. On one hand they have a president whose
policies seem to favor that little theocratic nation in the Middle East
over his own, and on the other side there is a Congress, most of whose
members have been elected with Jewish/Zionist money (and the consent
15
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of the great number of Jewish/Zionist organizations), and who always
genuflect when Israel wants something.
Nevertheless, Col. North, one of the former personal representatives of the President, has epitomized through his very stance of
loyalty, bravery, and intelligence the best Western values we can imagine.
If he had been imbued with Jewish thought, he would have tried to wiggle out of his rather uncomfortable situation through the use of legal
shenanigans. Someone has suggested to me that President Reagan
should come forward and admit (correctly or incorrectly) that he knew
of the diversion of Iranian "residuals" to the Contras. I do not agree
with that. Even the President has to consider The Presidency as something above and beyond gis own person. He cannot allow that it be
weakened further.
In closing, I would like to point to the fact that the American
Marines occupy within the U.S. Armed Forces a position similar to that
held by the famous Waffen-SS of the German Armed Forces of World
War II. Both are considered 61ite troops. Both consisted mainly of
volunteers. Both Waffen-SS and Marines soon outgrew their original
reason for being, and finally, both are known for a tremendous Esprit de
Corps. Col. North would have made a fine Waffen-SS officer.
In the afternoon of July 13th, 1987, Senator Rudman belabored
Col. North for his actions, and while doing so he made some statements
that ought to be answered. Rudman spoke as if Congress really represents the American people, i.e., that this whole affair arose because of
the "American people's right to know." It would be interesting to find
out how many people in New Hampshire really voted for this senator,
and to what extent Jewish money helped this Jewish senator get elected
in a state with a minuscule Jewish population. Let's face it: in today's
America nobody gets elected who doesn't have the nod (and the
money) of the Zionists. Anybody who is interested in pohtics and
doesn't beheve this statement ought to try his luck £ind go against the
"Israeh Lobby." Therefore, Senator Rudman's utterances cannot be
taken seriously. Few members of the American Cong-ess really represent
their hometown (home state) constituents!
4

*****

ZIGN'S HIT MEN
By Jim Taylor
(Foreign Correspondent)
Undoubtedly, you have read many distorted reports concerning
Nicaragua. Now you are finally going to hear the true facts about that
small Latin-American nation. I am going to level with you. You are
going to hear it straight down the line, not slanted either way.
But first, I want to make it very clear that I do not support the
present Communist government in Nicaragua. Nor did I ever support
the previous Somoza government.
Let us go back a few years in the history of Nicaragua. The extremely corrupt Somoza dictatorship was run almost entirely by the
small Zionist community in Nicaragua, with, the assistance of the powerful Jewish Lobby in Washington. And, of course, the Israeli government
was also in on the deal.
1. It is well to remember that during the greater part of this century
Nicaragua stood in a special relation to the United States, and that
American intervention there was more than the interventions in other
regions of what is called Latin America, which were only to carry out the
obligations the United States had assumed under the Monroe Doctrine.
Nicaragua was at one time the favored route for an American canal between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, and is still believed by many to
have offered a more feasible and less costly route than the one through
the Isthmus of Panama, which was adopted in 1902, when lavish
bribery of American Commissioners and Congressmen resulted in purchase of the French concession in the Isthmus. Since the opening of the
Panama Canal, there were various projects for the construction of the
originally planned canal through Nicaragua to relive congestion in
Panama and to provide an alternative, if the Panama Canal was closed
by an earthquake or foreign aggression; and American rights were
reconfirmed by a treaty with Nicaragua in 1915. Of course, our rights in
Nicaragua ceased to be relevant when the Panama Canal was given
away as part of the famous strategy, formulated by Lenin and Stalin, to
encircle the United States until it falls like a ripe fruit into the hands of
Soviet Russia. The American people have evidently resigned themselves
to awaiting the fate they have chosen for themselves.

For a related article by Major Donald Vincent Clerkm, A New
American Hero, see page 45 of this issue.
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Now, as everyone knows, the present Sandinista government m
Nicaragua is Communist-led, all the way down to the smallest village
council.
The only decision for world history to make is whether the previous
Zionist government of Nicaragua was better than the present Communist regime. And that's about Uke asking a condemned man whether
he wishes to die in front of a firing squad or be hanged.
As far as press reports in the U.S. controlled news media go, constant publicity has been given to the Sandinista government; but not one
single critical word is allowed to be written about the prior and very corrupt Zionist government in Nicaragua. Sort of one-sided, wouldn't you
say? And, even now, you aren't going to read the truth any place except
in this magazine. It is still verboten, in toto.
Under the U.S.-approved, Zionist-run Somoza goverimient,
Nicaragua was the first and only Latin-American country to endorse
and promote Israel and the world Zionist movement in the United Nations. And, in return, Nicaragua received privileged treatment from Israel.

2. The 'Sandinistas' have taken that name to exploit the local reputation
of Augusto C6sar Sandino (1895-1934), whom a considerable part of the
variegated and hybrid population venerates as a 'martyr' and a foe of
Tankee Imperialism.' He was a farmer and unsuccessful mining engineer who joined a "Liberal" revolution in 1926 against the
"conservative" government of President Diaz, who was supported by the
U.S. Marines, who had kept order in Nicaragua since 1911 — the first
period in the history of Nicaragua since colonial times in which there
had been a domestic peace that was more than a short interval between
revolutions, civil wars, and wars with Honduras or Costa Rica. Sandino
became a leader of the insurrectionists, who were favored by the
American government of President Hoover, which arranged for
"elections" that installed the "Liberals" in power, whereupon Sandino
promptly, in 1927, revolted against the "Liberals" for whom he had
taken up arms in the first place. Favored by the broken terrain of mountains and jungle, he carried on a guerrilla war against the Marines until
1933, when the Marines were withdrawn, thus enabling a leading
"Liberal," Anastasio Somoza, to carry out a coup d'etat that made him
the absolute master of the country. In the following year, 1934, Sandino
was invited to a conference with Somoza and was arrested and executed.
His memory was cherished by all who hated the Somoza family and the
United States. Somoza was assassinated in 1956 and succeeded by his
son, Luis, who also inherited bis father's friendship with Eisenhower.
18
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The harsh Somoza regime allowed the Jewish community in
Nicaragua to run every detail of the government — just as in
Washington today. The large land and property holders under Somoza
were either Jews or controlled through loans and mortgages, many of
which were held by New York banks. Of course, the U.S. backed
Somoza to please Israel and to stay in good graces of the world Zionist
entity.
Since most of the valuable property in Nicaragua imder Somoza
had been in the hands of Zionists and their friends, one way or another,
the world Jewish community, trained to do so, was the first to scream
out the old canard about "anti-Semitism" when the victorious Sandinistas took over plantations, factories, and stores that had been abandoned
by the Jews, who fled the country during the revolution. Then President
Daniel Ortega ordered all abandoned and un-maintained property
handed over to the people. This really angered the Jews in Washington
and that is why you then had Mr. Reagan running around like a chicken
with its head cut off, trying to please them by sending as much aid to the
"Contras" as possible. He said it was to prevent the spread of Communism. It wasn't. It was to preserve and re-estabhsh Zionism.
The world Zionists exploited Nicaragua even during Franklin D.
Roosevelt's administration. Old F D R was quite fond of saying
repeatedly, "Somoza is an SOB; but he's our SOB." Well that statement
was only half correct. There is no doubt that Somoza was an SOB. That
is indubitable. But he never was our SOB. He was the SOB of the
Zionists only.
Somoza echoed the Zionist pretense that all Palestinians are terrorists, so it was all right for Israel and the U.S. to deprive these starving, displaced people of their ovm land. But when the Sandinistas took
over, all this changed quickly, not necessarily for the better in all
respects, but changed. The present Sandinista government is not only
anti-Zionist and anti-Israel; it is very much in favor of human rights for
all Palestinians. In recent years, Nicaragua, along with Libya and Syria,
has become one of the strongest supporters of the Palestinian cause and
therefore one of the chief opponents of Zionism.
Somoza not only recognized Israel, but praised everything about
Zionism. The Sandinistas did just the opposite. They condemned international Zionism in no uncertain terms. Mr. Yasser Arafat and the
Palestinians now have a fully-accredited embassy in Managua. In fact,
the Palestinian leader was greeted in Managua by Minister of the Interior, Tomds Borge, who told him, "Nicaragua is your land since we have
driven out the Zionists and the PLO cause is the cause of all Sandinistas."
19
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Of course, all this relentless opposition to Zionism and u qualified
support of the Palestinians brought Nicaragua under immediate attack
from world Zionists and from the U.S. government, which the Sandinistas rightly call nothing more than an arm of the hated Zionist entity.
Senator Chic Hecht (R-Nevada), the trendy Arab-hating senator from
the West, is the most outspoken of the eight Jews in the U.S. Senate; so
he has taken the lead in Washington against Nicaragua. Since this
gentleman happens to be a member of the Senate Select Conmiittee on
Intelligence, he utilizes this position to attack any and all targets
selected for him by the Israelis. And, like all Jews, he uses the timeworn classic Zionist smear charge of "anti-Semitism" in every sentence
by saying such things as "Nicaragua has an institutionahzed pohcy
against Jews that rivals Hitler in everything but scale."
It was Senator Hecht who gave President Reagan all that information about Jews in Nicaragua, which the president used twice in his annual speeches to members of the International Congress of Jews, one of
which I quoted in the December 1986 issue of Liberty Bell. Mr. Reagan
never tires of teUrng the story of Isaac Stavisky, an old Jew in Nicaragua,
who claims to have been "discriminated against" by the Sandinistas. The
president emphasizes that Jews in Nicaragua never encountered "antiSemitism" untU the Sandinistas took over. "Of course not. Under
Somoza, Zionist Jews ran the government and discriminated against all
real citizens of Nicaragua, as they always do when they have the upper
hand. And that's exactly why German-Americans are so discriminated
against in the U.S. today, because the Jews still control the U.S., even if
they did lose Nicaragua temporarily.
What Mr. Reagan "forgot" to mention is the fact that Mr. Stavisky
and the other Jewish businessmen ia Nicaragua got rich by cheating
Nicaraguans out of their legitimate mcomes for over thirty years until
the Sandinistas put a stop to it. You have heard only half the truth about
the situation in Nicaragua from the President of the United States.
That's why I beheve you should read the entire truth before you accept
any story that comes out of Washington officially about the situation
there and the "Contras."^
Naturally, Dictator Somoza was a very dedicated Zionist of the
Ronald Reagan-George Shultz variety, who placed the interests of the
world Zionists above those of his own country, in exactly the same manner as is done in Washington today.
3. The term is presumably an abbreviation of contrarrevolucionaHos, i.e.,
supporters of the regime attacked by the revolution, which implies support of the overthrown government of Somoza and his clique.
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And since the general American press is never going to mention it,
I want to tell you exactly the type of Jewish immigrants to Nicaragua
whom Mr. Reagan praises so highly. As Mr. Reagan stated in his servile
speeches to the world Zionist organizations, these people arrived ia
Nicaragua during the 1920's. He stated that they immigrated fromEastern Europe. He could have been more specific. But I suppose
whoever wrote that speech for him didn't care to be more exact about it.
However, I will be more r^ecific and detail their real background. They
were old-line-Bolshevik Jews, the type you used to see on the streets of
New York. Bathing and cleanUness were foreign words to them; so
when talking with them you had better not be downwind of them.
Anyway, these protocol-pushing Khazars landed in Nicaragua
under an agreement with Washington that they would be protected by
the United States Marines, who just happened to be there occupying
the country. Now these patriotic Marines followed orders, unlike the
traitorous Marine guards in Moscow, who mistook Russian girls for
members of the U.S.O. They provided complete protection for this
band of untidy leeches from the slums of Poland and Russian so they
could legally rob the populace of Nicaragua, with no fear of any native
uprising against them imtil the Sandinistas came along.
These Russian Jews even brought their own "hetman" with them. If
I am correct in my interpretation of that word, it means something on
the order of head man, top dog or the boss of the outfit. His name was
Solomon Voinarosvky. I believe that the Slavic term hospodar ('lord' or
'landlord') is another word used to designate the head man of this mob
of the same kind of people who murdered the last Czar and his entire
family, and millions of civilized Russians and Ukrainians.
So for over fifty years, those Klhazar Jews, well-protected by the
Somoza family and the constant threat of American intervention and ^
return of the U.S. Marines, became very wealthy indeed by fleecing the
peasants and townspeople in Nicaragua. But this exploitation ended in
1979, when the national revolution (FSLN) overturned the longentrenched, U.S.-backed Somoza r6gime and uistalled a slightly less oppressive Sandinista government under President Daniel Ortega.
Now one can argue back and forth from now until doomsday about
which regime was worse — the Zionist Somoza dictatorship or the
present Communist regime under Mr. Ortega.
More than two centuries before the Bolshevik revolution in Russia
in 1917, Peter the Great, in 1701, issued an ukaz (an official proclamation) which defined his official opinion of the trouble-making Jews in
that era. Here is a direct quotation from his decree, which you will fmd
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translated on page 204 of the biography entided Peter the Great,
Emperor ofAll Russia, by the well-known Bridsh historian, Ian Grey.
Jews are hereby excluded by implication from this general
manifesto. Jews are the one exception to my wide tolerance of
all races and religions. I prefer to see around me the best people
of the Mohammedan and heathems faiths, rather than Jews.
They are rogues and cheats. I am uprooting the evil, not multiplying it; there will be for them in Russia neither dwelling, nor
trade, no matter how hard they strive and no matter how much
they bribe those close to me.
(Signed:) Peter the Great
Emperor of All Russia
August 2,1701
The descendants of the trouble-making Jews whom Peter the Great
described so accurately are the ones who settled in Nicaragua and who
are now running the government of the United States of America, as
well as the unholy state of Israel. They are the very people who have
recently stirred up trouble in such widely diverse places as Lebanon,
Iraq, Libya, South Africa, Argentina, Chile, and the Soviet Union. They
are also responsible for acts of treason against the United States from
the days of Alger Hiss right down to the Jonathan Pollard case of last
year. And to these "citizens" the people of America have entrusted the
future of our nation! For bemg stupid enough to turn our beloved
country over to these people, what do you think we deserve in the way
of a government? Just about what we are getting.
We Americans are at this very moment serving as the surrogate
mother of the Israeli terrorists who are committing crimes all over the
world. And some people still cannot understand why the rest of the
world hates us — from Japan to South Africa. We have no friends. Even
Israel is not our friend, despite the fact that every single one of the 535
members of Congress has been computer-programmed to spout off silly
phrases, "Israel is our best friend." It is a robot Congress. We also have
a robot White House, State Department, and CIA. There are no dissenters in Washington. And I am beginning to beUeve that there are
none left anywhere in the vast nation, from the rock-bound coast of
Maine to the fern-dotted dells of Southern California. Fear rules. But
what else could you expect in a country where the press. Congress, the
churches, universities, and big business all continually praise the inherent evils of international Zionism? George Orwell had it right.
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So, as for my views, I didn't like the Zionist Sonioza r6gime in
Nicaragua; nor do I particularly admire the Communist government set
up there now by Mr. Ortega and company. But, if one is forced to
choose between the two, I would have reluctantly to admit that the Sandinistas seem to be the lesser of the two evils. In the end-time, which is
drawing nearer day by day, I would prefer to cast my lot with the
Zionist-hating Sandinistas, rather than the American-sponsored Zionist
r6gime. If there is no third choice, no alternative of any kind, in the
showdown, which is close at hand, I shall be forced to side with Mr. Ortega and Mr. Castro in Cuba rather than bring back the previous Zionist
control of the two Latin-American states.
Through his brother, Raul, and via the Cuban mission at the United
Nations, I have pinned Fidel Castro down on the question of world
Zionism. The Cuban leader has assured me of his whole-hearted opposition to both Israel and the American Zionists in Washington. He
says he will never give in to the many evils of international Zionism,
which the U.S. allowed to monopolize industry and the fishing business
in Cuba under the dictatorship of Batista. I have no reason whatsoever
to doubt him.''
Now we come to the question of the Contras of Mr. Reagan and
Mr. Shultz. Both the White House and our Secretary of State claim that
the Contras are to be compared with Washington's brave men at Valley
Forge, since both fought for freedom of their countries. This sounds
real nice, doesn't it? Even patriotic! It seems like something every
4, [This interpretation, however, does not explain why the Jews permitted the United States to establish Castro's rule in Cuba, as the
United States most certainly did, beginning with the activity of agents of
the C.I.A. (one of whom was caught in the act by the honest American
Ambassador to Cuba), who prepared the way for Castro suborning the
officers of the Cuban Army under Batista, assuring them that Castro
had the support of Washington, and threatening them with dire consequences, if they did not betray the government of Batista. Castro's rule
was thoroughly consolidated and established by President Kennedy and
the C.I.A. in the infamous affair at the Bay of Pigs, where the United
States not only betrayed the anti-Communist Cubans whom it had
landed on the beach and left without support, but the entire anti-Communist underground in Cuba, which had been instructed to rise at the
time of the landing and thus was easily identified, arrested, and liquidated by Castro's troops, who were waiting for the anti-Communists to expose themselves. It seems exceedingly strange that the Jews should
have permitted the United States to act against Jewish interests in
Cuba. —Editor]
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patriotic American should endorse with no reservations at all. That is, it
does until you stop to analyze the Contra movement in detail.
I will be the first to admit that the Contras are weU meaning. They
are patriotic. They have lofty motives. But they are mere pawns and
don't know it. They are not shedding their blood on their own soil to
regain their country for themselves. They are merely fighting to re-establish Zionist rule in Nicaragua, so that people like the old Bolshevik
Jewish friends of Mr, Reagan, such as the aforementioned Mr. Stavisky,
can return to Nicaragua and again cheat the people out of their
heritage, land, and businesses, as they did for about fifty years prior to
the Sandinista revolution. The Contras who are fighting in Nicaragua
will be treated again like slaves after they secure the country again for
resumed plundermg by the almighty Zionists — if the Contras ever win.
It is as simple as that. Those poor dumb Contras don't realize that they
are being used. But they are not quite as stupid as the American taxpayers, who work hard all year to maintain the parasitic state of Israel
and to extend its foul power over all mankind.
Now Mr. Reagan, Lieutenant Colonel Oliver North, and Vice A d miral John Poindexter are obviously not quite as stupid as the Contras
or the American taxpayers. These three Zionist hireUngs at least know
what they are doing, even if the Contras and the U.S. taxpayers do not.
They are conning the Contras into laying down their lives on behalf
of the world Zionist entity. But even these three American leaders are
not free to make their own decisions about Nicaragua any more than
they were free to make a choice about supplying arms to Iran for Israel.
They are also working solely for the Zionists, regardless of how it harms
the United States of America. So, are they really any better off than the
Contras? They use the Contras. And, in return, the Zionists use them. It
is a vicious circle, with the good old reliable and never-complaining
American taxpayers caught right smack dab in the middle. Know what I
mean?
President Daniel Ortega, down Nicaragua way, is not as dumb as
either our leaders, the American taxpayers, or the Contras, if my latest
reports from the country are correct. For many years, the palatial estate
of the dictator, Anastasio Somoza, worth perhaps a billion dollars,
stood on the beautiful cliffs above the Pacific Ocean in Mont61imar,
Nicaragua, as a symbol of the tireless pursuit of extravagant living by a
clique of privileged citizens. The world Zionists allowed Mr. Somoza all
this — so long as he obeyed their orders. Today, the revolutionary
government of Nicaragua wants to keep that palace as precisely the
same symbol. It is spending about thirty million dollars of Communist
money to concert the mansion into a world-class casino that will feature
24
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a nightly cabaret, bungalows with women included in the price on an exclusive beach, an international airport, and complete docking facilities
for private yachts. Now, naturally, they are not going to ail this expense
in a poor nation just to entertain Communist lords from Moscow or
Fidel Castro, who doesn't go in for such things. They are doing all this
to attract world tourists of the capitalistic sort with money to burn in the
newly-furnished casino. A l l prices at the international resort, from the
blackjack ante to poolside drinks, will be in only one currency — good
old American dollars. People in Managua tell me this will beat taxing
the people to pay for running the government. They hope the capitalist
will pay the tariff for them. And I am certain they will do so.
The real reason this poor government is increasingly embracing
projects catering to high-rolling foreigners and wealthy Nicaraguans of
the Sandinista persuasion is the pursuit of foreign exchange, meaning"
U.S. dollars. Every Japanese businessman or West German family visiting Nicaragua must bring with them plenty of those U.S. dollars. And
the latest information I have direct from Managua states that this turn
of events is appalling to some old-line Communists, but it appears to
have strong backing from the Sandinistas' national directorate that runs
the country.
There is more news about Nicaragua's quest for the almighty dollar:
in recent months, the government has gone out of its way to accommodate the crew of "Walker," the first major Hollywood company to
make a film in Nicaragua since the 1979 revolution. Construction of the
country's first major convention center, named for the slain leftist Prime
Minister of Sweden, Olaf Palme, is proceeding around the clock. A ten
million dollar expansion of a large luxury hotel, the Intercontinental, is
now finished.
The government is also opening a chain of supermarkets in seven
cities modeled on the Managua "dollar store," where customers can
find shelves stocked with American goods from Pampers to Pringles,
available only for American money.
So there is not going to be any shortage of American dollars in
Nicaragua. A t the same time, officials estimate that over 40,000 people
now living in Nicaragua receive a regular income of U.S. dollars, most
of them having earned retirement pay while working in the U.S.
Unlike Red China, which is being praised highly by both Mr.
Reagan and Mr. Shultz for beginning to make small and meaningless
advances toward capitalism, Nicaragua is condemned by Washington
for taking much larger and positive steps toward institutionalizing
capitalistic enterprises. And that, to me, doesn't make a hell of a lot of
sense.
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I was shocked as much as everyone else when Mr. Shultz, who is not
Jewish, bragged that the highlight of his entire trip to the Soviet Union
was a Passover Seder service at the American Embassy, of all places.
But Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev saw this unusual event in a different Ught. He complained to Washington about Mr. Shultz's forcing
Ambassador Jack Matlock to invite a bunch of Jewish trouble-makers to
the embassy under the shallow disguise of holding religious services,
which were in reality not religious at all but only a means of getting
publicity for Jewish dissidents. "Not a single normal person was there,"
said Mr. Gorbachev. "Only people who were willing to speak out
against the present government here were invited. Why should Mr.
Shultz do these things against the Soviet Union? It is really a shame."
For once, I agree with Mr. Gorbachev. It was a shame. It was a
sham. It was disgraceful and totally anti-American. Besides, whatever
happened to the vaunted separation of church and state, about which
the Jews howl every time they catch some one saying a prayer in a public
building or trying to decorate for Christmas some downtown area of
U.S. cities? Or doesn't this prohibition by our founding fathers apply to
the Hebrew rehgion?^
Now I rarely agree with anything Mr. Gorbachev says, but I also
agree completely with another bit of advice he gave to Mr. Shultz and
Mr. Reagan. The Soviet leader said that the U.S. could solve its racial
problem quite easily by setting up a separate state for American blacks
and maintaining strict segregation of the black and white races. And
Mr. Gorbachev said he was in agreement with European
anthropologists and scientists of he 1930's, especially German ones, who
came to the conclusion that the two races are totally incompatible and
cannot live together happily ever after in the way American politicians
now depict the ideal way of life. As expected, Washington refused to accept even a hint of this logical advice and condemned Mr. Gorbachev
for issuing such a crazy assessment of the American racial problems.
5. According to Instauration, August 1987, Rabbi Yisroel Rosenfeld
wants the Jewish menorah erected everywhere to take the place of
Christian symbols, such as crosses, Christmas trees, and the like. He
says that whereas Christian symbols are religious, the menorah has
religious significance only for Jews, while for the rest of the world it has
a profound historical significance (of Jewish ovraership of the planet?).
As everyone knows, every Hanukkah, the Jews erect a huge menorah in
firont of the White House to remind its occupant of who own the place
and employ him. Instauration foresees that in the next century
Americans, under penalty of law, will celebrate Hanukkah — and only
Hanukkah — every December.
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Mr. Gorbachev may be many things, most of them bad, but he is not
crazy when he talks about this subject. Congress put on a very wry face
and appeared to be offended greatly by this advice. They said they were
startled by it and extremely shocked. This is just political talk. In their
hearts they know it is correct. The NAACP, to which all members of
Congress belong, in spirit if not technically, would ehminate any Congressman who agreed publicly with Mr. Gorbachev.
To get back to the Passover service which was officially promoted
in Moscow by the United States Government: what if some Catholics or
Protestants wanted to hold a service at the Embassy so it could be
pubhcized all over the world? What do you think would happen?
American Jews would tear Washington apart and eat Congress ahve for
breakfast at the mere suggestion of such a breach of our pohcy of
separation of state from any religion. But, did even one person, other
than myself, protest the Jewish religious service held on U.S. government property and paid for by the U.S. taxpayers? I don't think so. No
one cares. It has gone too far already. People have given up. People
have abandoned their beUef in America. And that, my friends, is exactly
why you are in the sad situation of bemg a mere docile and servile unit
at the bottom of the ladder today in American society.
The official spokesman for Mr. Shultz, a certain Mr. Richard
Schifter, told the press, "I hope this reUgious service at the embassy
sends a message of our sincerity and our humanity." What this Jewish
press statement, which is the official word of the U.S. government, really means is that the Soviets had better send more Jews to promote
Zionism in places like Nicaragua when the Contras take over, if they
ever do.
A l l you fans know what a designated hitter is in the major leagues.
Well, Mr. Schifter is the State Department's designated trouble-maker
on the religious and human rights front. His official title is Assistant
Secretary of State for Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs. That
high-sounding title means, in simple language, that he has the power
and is highly paid by you gullible taxpayers to promote a foreign country
— Israel — and the many other Zionist evils around the world. In other
words, he is the designated Jew pusher of that department. And all
departments in Washington, as well as all members of Congress, have
them on the payroll.
The plan of Mr. Shultz to worship with Soviet Jews at the U.S. Embassy was a simple ploy to promote his status as a dedicated Zionist
worker and to show rich American Jews his hatred for our own nation
and things American. Zionist protocols must supersede American
values when the two conflict, which they do most of the time. Mr. Shultz
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looked like a snout beetle running around Moscow kissing the backsides
of every Jewish renegade dissident he could find. And if anyone does-u't
know right off what a snout beetle is, it is a small, scaly weevil with an
extremely long beak, which Mr. Shultz certainly needed in Moscow.
Mr. Shultz did not visit Moscow to take care of American interests,
but solely to do the bidding of the Zionists and the many Jewish hate
groups now riding high in America, since there are no more Benjamin
Franklins, General U.S. Grants, Henry Fords,^ or Charles A .
Lindberghs to denounce them.
Even the Department of State back in Washington issued a shallow
sort of statement to the public to test the feelings of Americans in
general, saying that this rehgious gesture to the Hebrew practitioners
was extremely unusual. I guess this was to allay any complaints.
However, there were no complaints at all. American taxpayers, in
general, took this slap in the face without protest. The State Department was correct in stating that it was indeed unusual. What the State
Department did not say was that it was also utterly unlawful.
In the past, according to a statement recently issued by the government in Washington, all American officials before Mr. Shultz had
declined to meet with Jewish dissidents and law-breakers in the Soviet'
Union to avoid souring relations with Moscow. But all that has changed.
The U.S. government has now stepped forth for all the world to see and
is promoting a specific religion and a special people — the Jews, to the
exclusion of all other races and religions.
What Mr. Shultz was attempting to do was encourage more Soviet
Jews to become traitors to their own country and announce to the world
community that Zionism and the promotion of that evil doctrine is much
more important than either the U.S. as a nation or the Soviet Union.
According to the latest official statements by representatives of the
United States in Moscow, nationalism and American patriotism are
pass6 and must yield to advancing the Zionist conquest of the world and
all the concepts devised to ensure its triumph over all mankind.
Admittedly, most Americans, myself included, don't particularly
care for the Marxist doctrine enforced in Cuba and Nicaragua. As
Americans, we don't like it. But when you reaUze that places like the
present Nicaragua may be one of the few remaining outposts, outside
the Arab world, where the evils of Zionism are steadfastly opposed,
perhaps we may want to re-examine our priorities and our thinking just
a bit. When you finally realize exactly what Mr. Reagan's Contras are
fighting for, you may not want to side with them.
6. The complete text of Henry Ford's The International Jew, in four
volumes, is available from Liberty Bell Publications ($26.00 + $2.60).
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In essence, the Reagan administration, Israel, and the Contras are
fighting to restore Zionist control over Nicaragua, As for me personally,
I prefer to let the Sandinistas run Nicaragua.
Take the insignificant island of Grenada, where Mr. Reagan won a
glorious victory because it was undefended. Even there, our Army's
firing-control center fouled up and we shot up the insane asylum instead
of the targeted public buildings. In Libya, we aimed at a military barracks and hit a hospital for children. This should serve to remind
Americans that military defense of this nation is now quite out of the
question. We do not have armed forces capable of such a task.
Remember when Mr. Reagan was running around showing the
press and everyone else what were supposed to be satelHte photos of the
Grenada Airport, then being completed, which he said was a secret
military base? At that very moment, tourists in Grenada were
photographing that same airport, which had no military installations or
purpose whatsoever, and was anything but secret.
And Mr. Reagan spoke at great length to the press, warning us
about the great danger to America that the airport in Grenada would
bring upon us. He said work on it should be halted, and he threatened
to send the U.S. Air Force to bomb the hell out of it.
But what happened? The British were building that airport with
some assistance from Cuban labor and carpenters. After the shabby invasion of Grenada by U.S. forces, Mr. Reagan suddenly changed his
mind about the airport and used your tax dollars to complete it. British
and Cuban engineers working on that "evil" airport were booted out
and replaced by Americans, who did exactly the same thing they had
been doing, finishing the airport. Does that make sense?
The fruitless trip last spring by Mr. Shultz to Moscow only served to
emphasize the absolute grimness on the "glasnost" front. That is a word
the Soviets have been using to mean openness. My limited knowledge of
the Russian language does not permit me to expand the meaning of it;
however the only openness I have observed is the open access to the
U.S. Embassy by Soviet spies, courtesy of our Marine guards. Aside
from the international Jews, the next greatest threat to our national
security seems to be the United States Marine Corps. From the halls of
Montezuma to the bedrooms of Moscow, the Marines have landed and
have the situation well in hand - for the KGB, To all ex-Marines reading this, I am not blaming the entire corps. However, it seems certain
that individual Marines or a small group of them breached security in a
dozen different countries. So, if you can't rely on the U.S. Marines,
whom do we have left to carry our flag? Certainly not the proverbial
liars in the White House, the State Department, and the CIA.
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The seduced Marines got all the publicity. However, the Department of State, which has been a disaster for over forty years, is one
place were spies have usually outnumbered the others and national
security disappeared back in the days of Alger Hiss, the Rosenbergs,
David Greenglass, John Stewart Service, and Harry Dexter White. The
State Department's big new embassy in Moscow has turned out to bb
nothing more than a large broadcasting studio for the KGB's benefit. It
was built with loving care by Soviet labor over a 15-year-period. It has
been duly noted that the Kremlin can hear the flushing of every toilet in
the building. And for doing this to us, we had to pay them 191 million
dollars from the pockets of you taxpayers.
The agony in all this is that the U.S. never learns that the basic
economic lesson provided us by the liberals is totally false. This nation
fell for the liberal notion of d6tente, which was the fairy-tale beUef that
Western pliancy on all important matters would Induce the Soviets to
make reforms to our advantage. It didn't! It only aided Soviet opportunists to gain the upper hand over us, which is exactly what the liberal
Senate Jews and Senator Ted Kennedy wanted. We've been taken.
The so-called hberal d6tente theory has produced a bright, new
Soviet Embassy on the highest hill in Washington and a new U.S. Embassy in the lowest trough in Moscow. That, my friends, is what d6tente
has accomplished. The real spirit of d6tente is the many unreciprocated
U.S. concessions since World War II and unanswered Soviet aggression
around the world.
In the 1940's, liberals like Walter Lippmann and other Jewish
writers filled the newspapers with such nonsense as "after the war, the
Russians will certainly move toward becoming a complete democracy."
In the last forty years have you seen any indication of that happening? I
have not.
In the 1980's our liberals in Congress and the Jewish hate groups
are still at it. Now they keep telling us that democracy is certain in the
Soviet Union because Mr. Gorbachev talks about democracy, so he
must intend to convert to one. I would not imagine that you could make
even retarded sbc-year olds believe such a fair tale. But most of our
leaders in Washington have swallowed this bait and seem to believe it.
This liberalized thinking has now gotten us into the position
whereby the only safe way for our officials to communicate in Moscow is
by using a child's magic slate. And we have to do this inside a trailer
brought for that purpose. It is indeed a dark blot on our nation that the
U.S. actually had to send to Moscow a Winnebago motor vehicle to permit our representatives to discuss crucial problems without being
monitored by listening devices of the KGB. Of course, as I have pointed
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out many times, Mr. Shull/, is not noted for his intelligence. But the
latest round of ill-advised decisions is not even up to his usual low
standards.
In all fairness to the wanton Marines, I rather doubt that they
enabled the Soviets to gain information they had not already received
from traiterous American Jews in Washington, who run both the Soviet
and Israeli embassies with every detail of every secret we have.
The recent New York Times-CBS News joint poll revealed that 61
percent of American Jews have no use at all for Mr. Reagan. They are
his strongest critics despite the well-known fact that Mr. Reagan has
done more for them than any president in history. He worships Jews.
He would die for them. He is so proud of this fact that he never tires of
retelling sad stories about so-called bias against Jews in America, including the big one about his own father, a shoe salesman who refused
to sleep in a hotel in Illinois that did not accept Jews. Instead, his old
pappy slept in his car on a very cold night, caught pneumonia to vindicate the sacred rights of Jews, and soon died. Mr. Reagan swears it is
true. If you believe that, you will believe anything.
Now you might think logically that with such a history of worshiping
Jews running back several generations in his family, Mr. Reagan might
well be honored by Jewish leaders as a friend. But just the opposite is
the case. They simply despise him. They use him. But they do not like
him. They, of course, like very much what he has done for them since he
has placed the Jews ahead of all Americans; but they tnust be laughing
out loud at the tale about the presidents's old man dying because he
would not spend a night in a place that did not welcome Jews. That really takes gall.
Sergeant Clayton Lonetree, the 25-year-old Marine guard who was
the first to be arrested, thought he was engaging in a furtive sexual rendezvous with his Soviet girl friend. That's what he thought. But the KGB
had other ideas. He didn't meet her "accidentally," as he assumed. That
fateful subway meeting with the tall and wdllowy Violetta Seina (not her
real name) was planned by the KGB to seduce Sergeant Lonetree. It
was not romance. It was her work, just as guarding the embassy was his
duty.
There is something else you should know about Miss Seina, or
fwhatever her true name may be. Like most K G B women, she is Jewish. I
have been sent a complete run-down on her activities. She is 29 years
old, not 25 as the U.S. press stated. She is very tall, over 5 feet, 9 Inches,
and weighs about 130 pounds; she has light brown hau, just like the
heroine of Stephen Collins Foster's famous song, "Jeannie with the
Light Brown Hair." Violetta was born in the Ukraine. She has languid
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grey eyes, fair complexion, and wide cheekbones. There is a small scar
on her left knee.
Of course, the sergeant was invited to her home, where the
bedroom encounters took place, under the watchful eyes of dear
"mama," the woman assigned by the K G B to play the role of Violetta's
Jewish mother. Soon Violetta introduced him to her "uncle," who supposedly did not know one word of English. Uncle Sasha just dozed off
while they talked and, of course, reported every word straight to the
KGB.
Old Sasha, it seems, with Violetta doing the unnecessary translating, was a history buff and asked Sergeant Lonetree to identify the
name, rank, and place of residence of members of the U.S. Embassy
staff. And this kindly old uncle just happened to have a folder of
photographs of everyone at the Embassy. Wasn't that convenient? And
the rather dumb Marine identified the entire staff for Uncle Sasha. He
even told old, kindly Sasha that the ambassador's desk was made of
wood, and gave him the exact location of it. This Marine told U.S. investigators, "I did this because I was interested in knowing what the K G B
wanted to know." You see, he had been reading a lot of spy stories, such
as John LeCarr6's novels.
Then an odd thing happened. After Sergeant Lonetree was transferred to Vienna, who shows up there but Uncle Sasha, despite the ailments that were supposed to render him almost an invalid. He just happened to be visiting Vienna to talk over old times, this time in English,
with the Marine guard. Lonetree finally told the investigators that he
gave secret documents to Sasha because of the poor treatment of
American Indians by white people in America. Sound familiar?
Sergeant Lonetree is an Indian from Kentucky, or, at least he
claims to be one. At various times he has told Indian leaders that he is a
Navajo, a Winnebago, and a member of a couple of other tribes. So
even the Indians don't know for sure his ancestry.
I have a better and more accurate dossier, via Interpol, on Violetta
than I do on Sergeant Lonetree. Not only is Violetta Jewish, but most of
the other Russian women involved are also Jewish, as well as most of
the K G B personnel involved in this spy scandal. And your daily
newspaper is not going to tell you these facts. The Russian girl friend of
one of the high-ranking officials in the American Embassy is also
Jewish. And the K G B did not get all the secret information from
Marine guards either. They received many secrets from people much
higher up in the Embassy. Naturally, Washington has put the lid on this.
The Marines are going to take the blame for this entire mess.
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This scandal goes back to the time when so many Russian Jews
were working at the U.S.Embassy before they were forced out, and with
so many Jews in the KGB, this should tell you something. This explains
the big U.S. campaigns to "free Soviet Jewry." I can also tell you that
most Soviet Jews have an easy and very good life in the Soviet Union.
That's why so many homesick Russian Jews in New York and Israel
have returned to the Soviet Union. They know they are better off in
Russia. The only Soviet Jews who run to the U.S. are either the stupid
ones who think the streets of America are paved with gold or bunglers
who have committed crimes against the country in which they were
residing.
There is no shortage of experienced lawyers willing to defend Sergeant Lonetree and the other Marines without pay. Some twenty-nine
attorneys, most of them Jewish, have volunteered to try to save these
traitors from any penalty. Headed by the infamous William Kunstler
and his chief assistant, Mr. Michael Stuhff, Sergeant Lonetree will most
likely never be convicted of anything, despite his lengthy confession.
I suppose most Americans believed that after all the embarrassment and admitted lies by President Reagan about sending U.S. arms to
Iran, no more would be sent there. If you believe this, you don't know
the power of the Zionists in Washington. Mr. Reagan is still approving
weekly shipments of all types of arms to Iran, plus computer sales for
better control of the fire power of these weapons. Israel wUl not allow
him to stop these shipments or even slow them dovm. Since Israel
forced the U.S. to send arms to Iran way back during the Carter administration, when the serious fighting between Iraq and Iran had not
even started, it has never ceased. For eight years, despite the complete
exposure in the press, the shipments continue and even have increased
since the secret became public knowledge.
When this unholy scandal was finally publicized in your daily press
last year, Americans assumed in their collective minds that these sales
of arms to Iran would be ended quickly, Wrong! Very wrong! In fact,
sales to Iran have increased about 20 percent since the American public
learned about them. As you are reading this, ships and planes with cargo
from both Israel and U.S. are arriving in Iran. A short time ago, a cargo
plane owned by Southern Air plunged into a field and exploded just
outside Travis Air Force Base in cahfornia. It was loaded with Arms for
Iran. Four people were killed. The spokesman for Southern Air, Jack
Thale, freely admitted that the plane was bound for Iran.
If that isn't enough proof for you, two planes leased by retired Air
Force Major General Richard Secord have flown arms to Iran from LisLiberty Bell / September 1987
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bon, Portugal. The total payment for the two Boeing 707 jets, leased
from Southern Air, was about $630,000, paid entirely in cash.
These records of Southern Air leases, filed with the U.S. Department of Transportation, show that two other 707's flew from Kelly Air
Force Base in Texas to Tel Aviv, where they picked up arms and
delivered them to Iran. These files are open to public inspection.
Anyone can look them up.
Anti-aircraft missiles and TOW anti-tank missiles have been pouring into Iran from both Israel and the U.S. ail this year. Israel will keep
forcing the U.S. to do this until Iraq is thoroughly beaten. That's the way
it works in Washington. Whatever Israel wants, she gets, and always in a
hurry with no questions asked. Press exposure of such scandalous deals
makes no difference at all. The anti-Zionist government of Iraq has to
be destroyed. Only then will the Zionist stooges in the White House
stop sending arms to Iran.
In your daily paper, you have read that the Red Chinese supplied
missiles that have been used by Iran against Baghdad and shipping in
the Persian Gulf. This is not true. Every single missile fired on Baghdad
has been American made. The missiles of the Chinese Communists are
so inferior that their stated range is a maximum of only 50 miles. Baghdad is 77 miles from the front Imes at the nearest point, completely out
of range of all Chinese missiles.
Iran is reluctant to make any use of Chinese missiles because
several of them have blown up on firing. When a country like Red China
cannot even produce a successful rat trap that doesn't electrocute
people, how can they be trusted to build complicated missiles? They are
so inaccurate that if they were fired at Baghdad, they would probably hit
Teheran.
Don't be fooled by that "Great Satan" stuff and believe that Mr.
Reagan and the Ayatollah Khomeini are enemies. They are by necessity
the best of friends, American hostages notwithstanding. These two
leaders are both doing the bidding of Israel by attempting to destroy the
small but hard-fighting nation of Iraq. Mr. Reagan and old Khomeini
are very good buddies, brought together by Israel and American Jewish
organizations to combat Iraq. By combining American weapons with
the Iranian armed forces, the war against Iraq continues. It is truly an
unholy pact, but a pact nevertheless. Overriding the objections of
Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger, Mr. Reagan recently approved
the sale of a $900,000 computer system for Iran. The approval of the
sale was necessary because Iran needed it to control an electric power
grid that directs the firing of missiles at Baghdad and other Iraqi targets. Mr. Shultz contends that the PDP-11 computer, manufactured by
~
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Digital Equipment Corporation of Maynard, Mass., has little military
application. If it didn't, Iran would not have purchased it.
But sending arms and computers to control them is not the only
military cooperation going on between Khomeini and Mr. Reagan.
These two pals by necessity worked together on another important
project of military terrorism. I refer to the U.S. bashing of Libya. The
White House and the Navy both say that these raids could not have
been carried out without the vast amount of secret intelligence information sent to Mr. Reagan by Khomeini about the exact location of Libyan
ruler Moaromar al-Qaddafi's headquarters and the plans of several
Libyan military bases. According to Richard Brennecke, a former CIA
pilot, he was the courier who carried a vwde array of intelUgence information from Iran during the period when Iran was trying to get more
arms from the U.S. in 1984. Mr. Brennecke said that he and his associates received from an officer in the Iranian air force maps showing
exactly where the Qaddafi's headquarters and a number of training sites
were located. In 1986, shortly before the raids, he brought updated information about everything the U.S. wanted to know about Libya. He
said that after the raid he was highly complimented by U.S. military officers because the information Iran provided was very accurate and
very, very useful. On April 14, 1986, two months after Mr. Brennecke
says he delivered the final intelligence reports, American pilots used
those maps to launch air strikes against Qaddafi's headquarters inside a
military post in Tripoli.
So the military cooperation goes on between Mr. Reagan and Iran.
We gave Khomeini secret data on Iraq's defenses and, in exchange, Iran
gave the U.S. complete maps and diagrams on how to hit Qaddafi. This
collaboration between Iran and the U.S. is actually closer than ties between the U.S. and Britain during World War II. And don't let any
poUticians tell you any different. It's truly one of those "you scratch my
back and I'll scratch yours" affairs. And the poor old average Mr. Taxpayer, USA, isn't any the wiser about it. That's the sad part.
Several of our European allies and recent motions at the United
Nations have urged that Washington pay the just claims of the relatives
of the Libyan victims killed in Mr. Reagan's uncalled-for terrorist attacks upon that tiny Arab state.
Over sixty-five claims on behalf of those killed or severely injured
on direct orders from the Great Terrorist of the White House have been
filed on behalf of these totally innocent people in Federal court, the
White House, and with the State Department of Defense under the
Federal Tort Claims Act and also under the Foreign Claims Act. The
government has six months to reply to each claim. I do not expect you
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will read about such matters in your daily newspapers or anywhere, except in this pubHcation.
Although the treacherous raid was billed as a military attack upon
military objectives, not one single soldier was killed or injured in Libya
by Mr. Reagan's terrorists, who attacked without any warning. Only
civilians, over 100 of whom were slain. But not all of them were Libyans.
Foreigners killed included ItaHans, Greeks, Egyptians, Yugoslavians,
and one Frenchman.
These cruel raids in April of last year were b)' American planes
from Britain and two U.S. aircraft carriers. They dropped over 100 tons
of bombs, all on civilian targets, including Colonel Qaddafi's private
residence. A baby was killed while in the arms of the mother. A 75-yearold invalid woman was burned alive by Mr. Reagan's terrorist orders
that fateful night. And no one calls Mr. Ronald Wilson Reagan a terrorist? Now that is ridiculous.
Nine days before the terrorist raids by Mr. Reagan, a bomb exploded in a West Berlin nightclub frequented by Americans. And although the West German investigation proved beyond any doubt that
Libya had nothing at all to do with this bombing, Mr. Reagan, in the
manner of the fanatical Israeli terrorists who want to kill Arabs, used
this incident in West Berlin to justify his criminal acts, which had already been planned several months before the bombing in West Berlin
took place. But the American public fell for it and the propaganda following it. Polls revealed that a vast majority of Americans approved
whole-heartedly of Mr, Reagan's terrorism against a defenseless and innocent Arab state.
Bombing Libya because someone bombed a disco in West Berhn is
just about as stupid as bombing Australia when someone robs a bank in
New York. There was never any connection between the two events.
Since Mr. Reagan's raids were planned long before the bombing in
West Berlin, this act could not have had any bearing on them. Israel had
been telling Mr. Reagan to attack Libya for six years. And he finally
found a way to justify it to the gullible taxpayers and all non-thinking
Americans.
President Reagan and Mr, Shultz are like a couple of delinquent
kids when they compete with each other for the affection of the Zionists
of the world. Mr, Reagan is usually shown wearing a black or dark yarniulka while the one on the head of Mr. Shultz in Moscow was white. I
have no idea whether one outranks the other color or not. Perhaps some
of the lewish readers of this column can explain the difference between
them, if any. But I do know that our leaders look like a couple of rabbisin-training as they try to outdo each other in the business of fawning on
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the powerful Zionists. By wearing the Jewish headpiece as a badge of
servitude, they identity themselves as the obedient lackeys of the most
vicious, cruel, and murderous nation of terrorists that has ever afflicted
the world. They make themselves participants in such crimes as the
murder of Alex Odeh and the destruction by fire of the offices of both
Arab-Americans and German-Americans ~ the two groups the Jews
hate most. They make themselves accompUces in innumerable crimes
against the American people, whom they have betrayed into the hands
of their enemies.
We have indeed learned a lot about Mr. Shultz lately, none of it
good. We found out he has a tiger tattooed on his rump and a Star-ofDavid noose around his neck. The Zionists of the world use him like a
wind-up toy that performs by quack, quack, quacking whenever it is set
in motion. When he turned the U,S, Embassy into a synagogue for a
pack of derelict Jews in Moscow and, wearing the ridiculous Jewish
skullcap, danced around with them in front of the television cameras, he
reminded one of those trained Russian bears from Siberia that you see
doing tricks on Moscow streets. And that overweight wife of his, who
has to be carried everyplace, is another diplomatic example of what
makes European foreign ministers laugh at the United States. This pair
represents the best America can offer. It seems that we constantly send
our weakest, most dim-witted, Zionist-indoctrinated scoundrels for the
world to view. And Mr, Shultz proved it in Moscow.
The National Enquirer, not my favorite journal, carried a recent article by John Turner which sought to prove that the African holocaust
last year in Cameroon was caused by a neutron bomb that the Israelis
and Americans tested on human beings.
Mae Brussel, California-based radio commentator, also has disputed the dubious claim by the U.S that it was gases from a lake in the
crater of an extinct volcano that killed over 1200 people and large numbers of livestock. This so-called "scientific" explanation, put out by both
the U.S. government and the Israelis, was accepted as factual by most of
the European press, but not by all; Le Monde of Paris disputed that odd
explanation.
Anyway, Mae Brussel said, "Both nations [the U.S. and Israel] were
more than willing to kill innocent people to test their neutron bomb,
designed to be used against the Palestinians and other Arab people."
Miss Brussel noticed that the official explanation, that the deaths
had been caused by an enormous bubble of carbon dioxide that rose to
the surface of the lake, was Unacceptable, because "Gas such as carbon
dioxide would never cause the burns on all the victims." She has a point
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there, because I have checked with specialists who told me the same
thing.''
"The officials responsible for the horror are the same ones in the
headlines for the Iran arms sales scandal," continued Miss Brussel.
"The people at the White House and in Israel are strong advocates of
neutron weapons, which can kill people as effectively as atomic bombs
while leaving buildings and property undamaged. When Israel takes
over Jordan, they plan to use neutron weapons so as not to destroy any
government buildings or King Hussein's palace, which they intend to
use."
So it all boils down to the situation where these two power-mad nations face charges of one or more massive cover-ups, even more scandalous than the Iranian deals.
"U.S. intelligence sources realized that it would harm America's
image even more than the Iran sales so they arranged for Israel to test
neutron weapons on the people of Cameroon," said Miss Brussel.
The most interesting aspect of this scandal is the fact that immediately after the disaster, Cameroon rolled out the red carpet for a
visit by the Israeli Prime Minister, Shimon Peres, who was given an expensive and glittering reception, M r . Peres took with him eighteen Israeli scientific experts to study the aftermath of the blast. I don't need to
remind readers that world leaders do not usually bring such a large
scientific expedition with them for a state visit. Very unusual! Just what
could all those scientific experts have been sent to study? The efficiency
of neutron bombs used against human beings?
Also, immediately following the blast, the U.S. sent several million
dollars i n added aid to the Cameroon. Was this i n the way of an apology? I hope we don't have to wait five years for the U.S. news media to
look into this story, as happened with the Iranian affair.
Remember always that Zionism is inspired by diabolical and inexhaustible hatred. That fact should be thoroughly understood and tirelessly repeated by alt American patriots.
7. Incandescent gas, such as would be required to produce the bums
found on all the carcasses, could not have risen through a lake i n the
crater of an extinct volcano, but i f it had, the hot gases would have risen
in the air, not poured down into the valley; furthermore, gas at that
temperature would have scorched or burned vegetation and wooden
structures as well as burning the bodies of mammals, A neutron bomb,
however, acts on the liquids of a living mammalian body and thus
produces bums of precisely the kind that was observed on the bodies of
the bipeds and quadrupeds killed i n the valley.
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The world Zionists and their slavish American cohorts have been
using the accidental Iraqi attack upon the U.S.S. Stark, a missile frigate,
to try once more to justify the deliberate Israeli attack upon the U.S.S.
Liberty in 1967. they now argue that i f the Iraqi plane made a mistake,
that proves the Israelis made a mistake when they attacked a U.S. Navy
ship twenty years ago.
The idea does not hold water. It is totally ridiculous. A B C used
most of the recent program for Hugh Downs to present a biased London-produced film, backed by Israel, to pass off the attack on the Liberty as being i n the same category as the Stark incident. But, if the Stark
had not been hit, A B C would never have dared to present the Liberty
show, which is over ten years old.
The most revealing difference between the two incidents was the
opposite treatment of the victims. N o one ever pubhcly acknowledged
the Liberty survivors. They were ignored, told to keep quiet, and not to
blame Israel for the Murder of their comrades. President Johnson even
refused to see them.® N o w look at the Stark's survivors, who have been
publicly praised by President Reagan and the nation. See the difference?
Congress has demanded that Iraq pay completely for the firing of
two missiles at the Stark. But Congress never demanded that Israel pay
for a long and carefully-planned attack by planes and torpedo boats on
the Liberty. In fact, to fool and foil the American pubHc, Congress even
sent Israel six million dollars in a special appropriation to allow the
Zionists to make a token payment of three miUion to the Liberty's survivors and three million for the ship. This proved to be a bargain-basement Jewish business deal, since the ship was valued conservatively at
8, During the recent reunion of survivors of the Liberty, the Reverend
Mr. Dale Crowley learned that Admiral Geis, who was i n command of
the American fleet i n the Mediterranean at the time of the attack, had
sought from Washington permission to rescue the Americans whom the
Jews were trying to kill, and when that permission was refused by the
jerk named McNamara, who was then Secretary of Defense, he went
over that person's head and called Lyndon Johnson, the President.
Johnson wrathfully rebuked the Admiral, saying. " I don't care i f the
ship sinks and every man on board drowns," and peremptorily ordered
Geis not to interfere with the Rikes' fun. Johnson, a crook firom Texas
who was married to, and probably directed by, a Jewess, is a good
specimen of the kind of moral leper Americans put i n the White House
these days to please the Yids. See the interview with the Captain of the
LibeHy reported by Crowley i n Christian News, 29 June and 6 July
1987,
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over 28 million dollars. In reality, Israel still owes 25 million for the
Liberty, even if you count the three million which the U.S. taxpayers
gave the IsraeUs, so they could fool the world into believing that the
Zionist state paid for the ship. However, I can assure you that Iraq will
not get off that easy in the settlement of the damage to the Stark. The
U.S. is demanding four hundred miUion dollars from Iraq. And, in addition to this outrageously high blackmail payment, the U.S. is also trying
to require the Iraqis to tell them how they improved their French-made
fighters so as to carry two 'Exocet' missiles instead of the normal load of
only one. The U.S. wants to pass this information on to Israel. And that
is the real reason why U.S. mihtary officers went to Baghdad to berate
Iraqi officials. It was not to investigate the Stark incident. And, remember that the Israelis (our friends) refused to allow any American investigation at all in Israel or elsewhere into the attack on ths Liberty.
I have finally received the Iraqi governnient's official report about
the Stark. The Iraqis maintain that the Stark was right in the middle of
the designated war zone in the Persian Gulf, where no neutral ships are
allowed by the rules of the Geneva Conventions. The Iraqi pilot, logically assuming that the vessel was Iranian or it would not have been inside
the beUigerent zone, fired his two missiles at it because it was therefore
a legitimate target. It's as simple as that. You just can't make something
more complicated of it. There were no ulterior motives. Strictly speaking, the Iraqi pilot did not make a mistake. The only mistake was made
by the Stark when it entered the prohibited zone.
Of course, the U.S. Navy claims the Stark was outside the zone. A t
first, the Pentagon said the Stark was 10 to 15 miles from the zone.
Later, this was changed to "short distance from the zone." However,
three sailor on the Stark told a Saudi Arabian newspaper that their ship
was inside the zone. Whom are you going to believe? Anyway, Captain
Glenn Brindel of the Stark seems Ukely to be made a scapegoat and
tried by a court martial. Perhaps he wUl tell us whether he took his ship
into the war zone in obedience to orders or made an elementary
blunder in navigation.
I am sure many readers watched the Congressional hearings this
summer. Perhaps you may believe that by now you have heard it all after
Ustening to the double-dealing testimony as each of the witnesses tried
to exculpate himself or herself by shifting the responsibility onto others.
Well, not quite! Because I have just received full information about one
of the deeper aspects of this IsraeU-produced scandal. It involves murder. Yes, murder! Maybe you thought only the Mafia did such things.
Wrong! Our own government, or people close to the actual government,
are very good at trying to kill their enemies, if they can get away with it.
40
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From journalists in Lebanon and from my diplomatic
contacts in
France, I have complete details about what the unholy triumvirate of
Lieutenant GUie North, Vice Admiral John Poindexter, and robert
MacFarlane did last fall for the benefit of Israel. These world-traveling,
free-swinging entrepreneurs hired Israeli-trained renegades to assassinate President Sadam Hussein of Iraq. And the only reason that President Hussein is not in his grave right now is that the great outburst of
pubUcity in November caused the cancellation of this planned murder
of an Arab head of state. And, I might add, tis planned murder was fully
approved by Mr. Ronald Wilson Reagan, the man who also attempted
to kill another Arab leader. Colonel Qaddafi of Libya. Israel, more than
Iran, wanted President Hussein dead. The Israehs also wanted Colonel
Qaddafi murdered. It is truly amazing what America and Americans
will do for the Zionists.
I do not know how long it will be before you are told of the planned
assassination by your daily newspaper or television newscasts. Perhaps
by the time this column goes to press. Perhaps not for two more years.
But sooner or later, when it becomes common knowledge aU over the
world, then, and only then, will you find it in the Washington Post or the
New York Times.
After the scheduled elimination of President Hussein; the. follow-up
plan called for arming the Israeli-backed Kurdish rebels inside Iraq and
then dividing Up that country into small tribal states easily controlled by
Israel. As I have said many times, Israel, the U.S., and Iran worked
together in the war on Iraq; ColonelNorth even went so far as to tell the
Iranians that if the Soviets crossed their border, the U.S. would im^
mediately go to war against the Soviet Union! It appears that Colonel
North, always working very closely with the Israelis, was actually running the U.S. pohcy-making machine. But, I am certain that he had Mr.
Reagan's approval before he made any of these moves. Otherwise,
Colonel North would have been in the position of trying to "out-Zion"
the greatest Zionist of them all, who resides at 1600 Pennsylvania
Avenue. It actually appears that according to sworn testimony at the
Congressional hearings, Colonel North was the number two man in our
government. Apparently, he ran the whole works from arms sales, bank
accounts for the Contras, foreign policy, and plans for destroying Iraq
right down to shredding documents which might incriminate Israel. He
was the big cheese all right. And this man even committed us to encouraging the untrustworthy Iranians by promising that we would
declare war on the Soviets, although he knew that in the present state of
our military, such a war would be suicidal. He was out to change the
world.
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The projected murder of President Hussein was the fourth time
President Reagan failed to carry out planned or attempted assassinations of heads of state. Through the C I A , he hired people to kill colonel
Qaddafi three times. They failed. But that is not as bad as the record of
President John F. Kennedy, who tried at least thirty-nine times to have
Fidel Castro assassinated and failed every time. W e just don't seem to
be too efficient at having people bumped off, are we? The Mafia has a
much better record i n such enterprises. It also has higher standards of
morality.
4

O W N A PIECE^OF A M E R I C A T
THE TIME TO BUY UVND IS NOW!
72 ACRES, mostly pasture w/some woodland & timber;
well fenced. Located 5 miles west of Reedy, off Seaman Fork.
Owner will sell on Land Contract to qualified buyer with
$5,000 downpayment. An excellent buy at $25,000.
125 ACRES, mostly woodland with some fine timber, ideal
: for hunting/vacation camp, or investment, located in Reedy DIsI trict. An outstanding buy at $40,000.
20.6 ACRES woodland with some fine timber and several
good homesites In Reedy District. Mail & schoolbus route,
electric & phone lines run by property. An excellent buy at
$12,500.

This article first appeared in the September 1987 issue of Liberty
Bell. Annual subscription $25.00. Sampie copy & bookiist $3.00.

5 ACRES, 2/3 of it level bottom, balance in timtser. Mail &
schoolbus route, phone & electric lines run by property. An excellent buy at $10,500.

Reprints of Jim Taylor's articles are available at the following
prices: THE NEXT VIETNAM (Sept. 1986 issue): 4/$1.50
10/$3.00 50/$13.00 100/$25.00. HAMMERING THE U.S. (Oct.
1986 issue); 5/$1,00 50/$9.00 100/$16.00. BUSH AND ZION
(Nov. 1986 issue): 3/$1.50 10/$4.50 500/$20.00 100/$35.00.
REAGAN AND ZION (Dec. 1986 issue): 2/$1.50 10/$6.00
50/$25.00 10Q/$45.00. ANTI-AMERICANS (Jan. 1987 issue):
2/$1.50 10/$6.00 50/$25.00 100/$45.00. MORE OF REAGAN'S
LIES (Feb. 1987 issue): 2/$1.50 10/$6.00 50/$25.00 100/$45.00.
HOW ZION TRIUMPHS (March 1987 issue): Single copy $1.00
l0/$8.00 5D/$35.00 100/$60.00. FRIENDS WE BETRAYED
(April 198 issue): 2/$1.50 10/$6.00 50/$25.00 100/$45.00. THE
GREAT TERRORIST (May 1987 issue):. 2/$1.50
10/$6.00
50/$25.00 100/$45.00. ISRAEL'S PRESIDENT (June 1987
issue): 2/$1.50
10/$6.00
50/$25.00
100/$45.00.
YOUR
ENEMIES (July 1987 issue): 2/$1,50 10/$6.00 50/$25.00
100/$45.00. THE END OF A LOST EMPIRE (August 1987 issue):
2/$1.50 10/$6.00 50/$25.00 100/$45.00. ZION'S HITMEN (September 1987 issue): Single Copy $2.00 10/$15.00 50/$60.00.

2 STORY BRICK BUILDING on Main Street, Reedy. 2
BRs, LR, kitchen, bath, sundeck on 2nd floor; Store and efficiency apt. on ground floor. Also included, older, 2 story,
multi-room building next door with block garage. Both apartments presently rented out. An excellent buy at $25,000
3-BEDROOM RANCHER In Reedy, Roane County WV.
Huge livingroom, country-size kitchen & large, paneled
familyroom. Wall to Wall carpeting throughout. Natural gas
forced hot air heat & central air, cKy water. All of this on 3/4
acre level lot. Store, churches close by; 10 miles from county
seat. It's priced right at $36,500.

For Postage and Handling include $1.00 for orders under $10.00,
10% for orders over $10.00. Order from: LIBERTY BELL PUBLICATIONS, Box 21, Reedy WV, 25270 USA.
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46 ACRES In Reedy District, on State Route 14. 35 ac.
pasture, 8 ac. meadow bottom land and 3 ac. timber. There is
an older 2 story home w/3 bedrooms, 2 living rooms,
kitchen/dining combo, bath; natural gas- & wood heat. Also
one barn and other outbuildings. Annual taxes $165. An outstanding buy at $55,000.
105 ACRES in Reedy District, 4 miles up on Seaman Fork.
65 acres of well-fenced pasture, 20 ac. hay meadow, 20 ac.
timber & woodland. There is an older one story home w/2
bedrooms, livingroom, kitchen, bath, cellar, wood heat. Also
one barn and other outbuildings. Annual taxes $141. An excellent buy at $45,000.

D I ETZ

R E A L T Y

THE PROFESSISONALS-GEORGE P. DIETZ, BROKER
MAIN STREET-REEDY WV 25270-PHONE: 304-927-4486
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writing in The Talon, August 1987, a monthly publication of the
Euro-American Alliance, P.O. Box 2-1776, Milwaukee WI53221
Marine Lt. Col. Oliver North has become the instant darling of
much of America. He wears his uniform correctly. He has the Silver and
Bronze Stars for valor in Vietnam. Col. North speaks well; he is a convincingly articulat man. Obviously an Aryan by race. North is the form
from which White boys should be cut.
But Col. North is a Zionist. His fatal flaw is his loyalty to the Israehs, the Jews, which in six days of his testimony before the Joint Congressional Committee were not criticized by North even once. Israel instigated the arms-for-hostages deal with Iran. Col. North testified that
Amiran Nir, an aid to then IsraeU Prime Minister Shimon Peres, came
to him and offered to help the United States open "chaimels" to certain
Iranian "moderates." A l l America had to do in return ws to "replenish"
Israel's stores of Hawk and Tow missiles, and spare parts for the
weapons after Israel sold some of its stores of Hawks and Tows to Iran.
Israel's interests were strategic: prolong the Iran-Iraq war, possibly even
produce an Iranian victory over Israel's arch-foe, Iraq. President
Reagan wanted the hostages released and opened chaimels to antiKhomeini factions in Iran. Col. North wanted to continue aid to the
Nicaraguan "Contras," aid that the Boland Amendment had cut off.
North saw the IsraeUs as friends and aUies.
Oliver North, in praise of the Jew Nk, said to the Committee that
he trusted impUcitly the overtures of the Israeli agent. So much did he
trust the IsraeU that he advised his superior, former National Security
Advisor Robert McFarlane, of the idea. McFarlane aUegedly told CIA
Director William Casey about the IsraeU offer, and it is ia question
whether Casey, now dead, told the President. As it turned out, the entire chain of command at the National Security Agency got into line behind the Israelis and their Iranian gambit. The IsraeUs had been trading
American arms to the Iranians since at least the beginning of the
Khomeini r6gime, ostensibly to have some influence in Iran over how
Jews would be treated under the rule of the AyatoUa. We now know
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that Israeli interests were directed toward influencing the outcome of
the war with Iraq.
North, McFarlane, Casey, and Ronald Reagan knew that Israel was
dealing U.S. arms to Iran, in violation of American law; that arms deals
went through while American embassy hostages languished in Iran for
more than 400 days. What matter to the Israel firsters in Z O G ! The
shabbes goyim who ruin the U.S. went for the Jew bait. Ohver North is
what is called a "hotdog." He literally took over the Israeli plan, making
it his own. North even dealt with an Iranian traitor, Ghorbanifar, whom
North despises because Nir despises hinm, to deal arms for hostages.
Where the operation went sour was in the fact that the lovely Israeli
Jews C H E A T E D T H E IRANIANS by sending junk missiles to Iran. Israel shipped from its ordnance, its used parts and obsolete versions of
the contracted missiles, and was "replenished" from brand new
American ordnancestores. America always ships the best of everything
to Israel, often before U.S. military outfits have the weapons.
Being a true believer in the Israelis, whether because of a kosherChristian leaning, or because his 23 years in government service brainwashed him. Col. Oliver North, USMC, became the kingpin for the
Jews. He laughed during his testimony that he and his Israeli mentors
had cheated the Ayatolla Khomeini, saying how funny it was that
Khomeini's money would be used to fund the "Contras." Of course, the
weapons sold to Iran by Israel were American-funded weapons, and the
replenishment was from mihtary stores paid for by the U.S. taxpayers.
Somewhere along the line, millions in arms profits, overcharges by Israel, which were supposed to have been put on deposit in Swiss accounts by North's civiUan agent, retired U.S. Air Force Major-General
Richard Secord, then to be funneled to the "Contras," never ended up
in those Swiss bank accounts. The Committee did not dwell too much
on this missing money, most likely because the Committee was aware
that Israeli arms profiteers made away with it. Arthur Liman, the
Committee's Jewish inquisitor, danced about the
issue of the money, but
did not demand to know who had ripped it off. So Lt. Col. Oliver North,
who so loved the "Contra" cause, did not bat an eye when his friends,
the Jews, stole the money meant for his "Nicaraguan Freedom
Fighters"! Some of Col. North's friends were obviously more important
than others, eh, what?
The Committee deftly sidestepped the issue of the Israeli cheating
an filching of arms profits. That "special relationship" between the
United States and Israel, which has brought America to live a cur's existence, hated by millions of Arabs, distrusted by erstwhile friends and
allies, had to be protected no matter how destructive to American interns
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ests. When Israel's involvement was discussed at all. Col. North came to
Israel's defense, stating that the Israel connection was so valuable to the
success of the Iranian initiative it could not have been dispensed with.
When the Iranians had had enough of US-Israel cheating, they released
the story of the covert operation in a weekly paper pubhshed in Beirut,
Lebanon. What was so indispensable, the Israeli involvement and instigation, ended up blowing the hostage release plan, the American initiative toward Iran, and funds for the "Contras" up into the faces of
Col. North, Robert McFarlane, Vice-Admiral John Poindexter,
McFarlane's successor, and, were he alive today, CIA Director Casey.
President Ronald Reagan as usual claimed to know httle, if anything.
Z O G has come out clean again, though a few heads oigoy stooges
may have to roll. The Iran-Contra hearmgs have succeeded in covering
up Israel's latest treachery. America again is forced by its own cowardice to play the ridiculous role of the stooge, the goat,, while Israel
stands away from the mess and clucks that it had no part in:instigating
America's involvement. In fact, the Israelis call Col; North a liar;.claimsing not only that Ghorbanifar was not an Israeh mtelligence operative,
but that negotiator Nir, arms, dealer Schwimmer; a? diial" citizen;, and.
Michael Ledeen, a Pentagpit Jew, were not acting-fortheigcverjunenfeof
Israel in their dealings with Col. Oliver North. .Gontrary^tOjColl NottE'si
sworn testimony, which edged'on-the facts conceminggthe: involvement,
and instigation of the Israelis at tunes, Israel'cl^ms: that none of'theiir
government's agencies were- involved! in the arms shipments to: Bran;,
though how they explam their demand* for "reglfenisBment" is= to;- Be?
wondered at. Jewish propagandists are now calling; Gbll North, evecjc-^thiag from "lunatic" to a "Hitler," Each day that tHa-Colonel]testified,
another communique from Israqelclaimed,that.He;was-,l^g
America is now nothing more than extenuatibm o f Commu^SSoniist
world policy. Is Marine Lt, Col. Ohver North, aihero?; He; was oncer. But
the District of Corruption is not South Vietnam': And! aiding; and; abetting the Jews, as they rip off the world and humihate our country, is not
what one expects from a Marine.
^.

Tired of the Holocaust??
NOW YOU CAN STOP IT!
HELP E R N S T z i J N D E L WIN AGAINST THE ZIONISTS I
SEND DONATIONS AND H E L P T O : E R N S T ZUNDEL
206 C A R L T O N ST. T O R O N T O , ONT,TEL.416-922-9850
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NORDIC

PRESS

NEEDED:
A UNITED RACIAL FRONT
There is Httle doubt the racial movement within the Western nations is in disarray. Some will place the blame upon the connivance of
government, the Jews, the overwhelming influx of non-Aryan people
into our midst, the hand of the Almighty, and so on. Few place the
blame where it really belongs — upon the racialists themselves.
A l l of the factors above do contribute to today's disorganized and
fragmented racial front. We have on one hand the "conservatives,"
the adherents to the various Klan organizations, and the minuscule
but vital adherents to the National Socialist concepts of racial reality.
On the other hand are the miUions of Aryans still identifiable as
Aryans who live their lives in ignorance of their racial responsibiUties
or who have accepted the Jew-Christian-Communist philosophy of
"equality." None of our Aryan groups seem too anxious to work
together and, as of this date, we have no leader of national stature in
any Western nation who speaks for the Aryan.
There have been some disturbing developments which, it seems,,
will be detrimental to the entire Aryan movement. We can not, in a
piecemeal fashion, go about bombing, robbing, and slaying, nor can
we expect the Aryan cause to be carried into the consciousness of the
Aryan people by the inhabitants of the prisons. To look for Aryan
guidance from those who cling to the Jew inspired and founded faiths
of Jesus or Muhammad is equally as futile since the tenets of these
faiths are exactly what led us to the the sorry state in which the Aryan
now finds himself. Nor can we seek to manufacture some new
religion which will miraculously sweep the Aryan from the gutter and
onto the place of racial purity and accomplishment from which we
have fallen. We have had only one leader of stature for our Aryan
people up to this point of the 20th Century, and our prospects for
another one appearing in the near future is not promising.
Adolf Hitler was that successful leader. He was able, through his
genius as a political leader, to secure for the German people a government based upon racial principles. Bhit und Boden! (Blood and Soil!)
was the slogan of the National Socialist German Workers' Party, the
48
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NSDAP. Hitler did not dwell upon the philosophical aspects of his
movement, he stressed — always — the obtainable. He lived in the
political arena and he knew he could only realize his racial objectives
through the political process. Despite adversity arid the nearly total
rejection of his plans by those outside Germany, and many within, he
did succeed. Had the calamity of World War 11 not been forced on
Germany, the world would be a much more stable and happy place
today. The "blood" of the National SociaUst philosophy was racial
purity. It was as much racial purity for the Aryan people as for the
Orientals, the Negro, or any other race. It was a realization and acceptance of the natural law. Nature's forces of selection have given us
the races of mankind, and it behooves each race to strive to further
that selection process by keeping its racial blood intact, with the hope
and conscious effort of insuring that the best of their racial stock are
allowed the opportunity to provide children for future development^
and the denial of children to those who possess genetically passed
defects. Such a realization of racial destiny looks with abhorrence
upon racial interbreeding. No examples exist of a viable, productive
society of human mongrels. Quite the contrary, every known example
from the contemporary world and from our historical record shows
the disastrous results of such racial mbdng.
The "soil" of the National Socialist philosophy was a harmonious
partnership of man with nature. It was the acceptance of the superior
role which nature plays in the lives of all living creatures and the interdependency of each with the environment. The National Socialist
philosophy is the 1930 and 1940 version of today's ecology movements.
Had the National SociaUst philosophy been permitted to develop, it is
doubtful the world today would be literally dymg in an overwhelming
sea of poisonous wastes dumped upon us by the the industrialists'
quest for profits. Each of our Western nations finds its people, its
flora, and its fauna seeking survival in this sea of poison. It could
have been prevented and it most certainly can be stopped — if we
have the will as a people to do it.
It should be obvious to every Aryan that we can not sit back and
await the arrival of the proverbial knight upon his white charger to
save us from our destruction. We must do that for ourselves. To effect this survival, it is necessary for each of us, each Aryan warrior, to
gird his or her loins for the battle in the political arena — just as did
Adolf Hitler and his followers. Hitler realized, as we must too, that to
survive as a race we must justify our survival, we must agam take control of the Aryan's destiny.
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To begin the fight, each who would bear the title of Aryan warrior
must live as an Aryan and recognize and accept the inviolate concepts,
of Blood and Soil, and to place those considerations at the forefront
of every activity of his or her life. This must take place upon the personal plane. It means we make each choice a choice based upon
Blood and Soil. Do we buy the organic food, or do we purchase that
which has been laced with the chemical contaminates, or, better still,
do we grow at least a part of the food which our family consumes?
Do we associate with those who would destroy our race, do we
patronize their stores, do we buy their services? Do we permit our
children to bring those of other races into our home? Do we stand up
for the Aryan's accomplishnments and right to exclusivity just as is
done for other races? Do we take every possible opportunity to force
government to control the rape of our planet by the greed of the industrialists? Do we require our famiUes, our community, our city, and
our state to respect nature by prohibiting the rape of the planet by the
Christian mandate to go forth and plunder her for personal benefit?
Every voice adds to the volume, and once the Aryan again finds the
voice of our ancestors, then the rape of our race and of our planet will
be halted.
There is no other avenue for our success. Hitler was the practical
politician who guided the Germans and provided an example for all
Aryans. He was not a saint. Hitler did not live in a world of mysticism, nor did he attempt to; he lived in the here-and-now of the
reality of his world and his time while fully realizing the potential
which did then and does today exist in the Aryan peoples. Adolf Hitler shunned the intellectual approach in favor of a direct appeal to the
common man and woman of his time — the you and I of today. He
led by example in the political arena of his day.
It is doubtful that anyone could have won political support in Germany in the post-war period of Hitler's time if they had appealed to
some vague philosophical concept based on the old Gods of the Germanic-Aryan people. The National Socialist program was based on attainable goals which would affect the daily lives of the German
people. True, others within the National Socialist Movement were
lookmg into the future to redefine and to realize a philosophical basis
for their movement. This activity, primarily by members of Himmler's
SS, was well along its way, but they did not materially change the
poUtical nature of Hitler's political activities.
There are available accounts of the deeply spiritual nature of the
National Socialist programs and rallies. Many are living today who experienced those moments. Others must share them through the docu50
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ments and films left by history and through the accounts of those who
experienced them. The torch-lit processions, the dedication of one's
life and honor to the folk, the daily living of a life dedicated not to profit
but to one's race and soil, are left in faded accounts. In some sense, the
Klan gatherings and cross burnings rekindle this sense of racial community and personal dedication, and as such are moving and powerful
forces which kindle again our sense of Blood and Soil — thus they are
roimdly damned by our present governments, and in most once-Aryan
nations are not even seen.
Our avenue of racial victory is not easily discerned at this time. Yet
each Aryan warrior can, within his own home and community, live for
the Aryan. Our men and women bear the responsibiUty for providing
for their children a home in which Aryan values are taught and Uved.
As the Aryan community emerges within each Western nation, Aryan
leaders vsill emerge to lead us. Our path to victory lies not in our
withdrawal from the world of pohtical reality onto some dung-heap of
contemplative thought. Regardless of the purity of such thought, it is
action which is required, not the withdrawal as exemplified by the mystics of Eastern religions. Hitler was not a mystic, he was a reaUst. Hitler fought in the bloody arena of politics — and he won. His victory
must be an example to all Aryans, for it shows what is possible if one has
dedication and the will to victory.
In Hitler's Germany the swastika banner was raised. The swastika
was and is an ancient symbol of Aryan thought, for it personifies the
purity of the sun and man, the oneness of man with the universe, and the
dedication of a people to those concepts. Though the banner faltered
and nearly fell, it did not disappear and today Aryans again lift it up
high. Aryan warriors today renew their belief in the concepts it represents, and Aryans live again for Blood and Soil — shouldn't you?
"Man's effort to build up something that contradicts the
iron logic of Nature brings him into conflict with those principles to which he himself exclusively owes his own existence.
By acting against the Laws of Nature he prepares the way that
leads to his ruin."
Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf
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STATUS REPORT
Circular Letter #1 - Series D
31 May 1987
by Harold Covington
My position at tliis point in time is fluid. I have been forced to
return to the U.S.A. by a variety of factors which I won't go into here.
My family has been compelled to stay behind in the Isle of Man. I do
not l<now when I will see them again. I am attempting to establish
myself once more in the Raleigh area. Whether I will be able to do
this or not, I do not yet know. There are several considerations
which may yet militate another relocation. This Is normal for political
activists and I am used to it. I will be unable to make any permanent
plans, political or personal, for some months though.
I do, however, intend to begin laying a practical groundwork for
my eventual return to political work. For the immediate future this is
going to have to be very restricted due to my uncertain personal
situation, but at least now I'm back at Square One, which is where
I've been trying to get for years. As is my accustomed style, before I
tell you what I will be doing, I will first explain just what I will not be
doing.
First off, don't be fooled by the Raleigh post office box. This is
not "business as usual at the old stand." The N S P A is dead and I
have no intention of desecrating the grave. I intend to remember
that period's accomplishments with pride and take to heart the lessons the N S P A experience taught me. I commend the same course
to my old Kampfgenossen, especially those of you who are still of
the "orthodox" NS faith. We fought the good fight, my brothers, and
now it's time to move on.
Secondly, I will not be forming any kind of "new party" or "new
organization," not for a long, long time. I will not run for any public
office. I will not start a recorded message. I will not be putting on
some strange habiliment and parading around with a sign. In short,
no more lone kamikaze attacks on the enemy of the kind that were
my forte back in the 1970s, This is a different phase of the struggle
and a whole new approach is called for.
The day of the one-man band is over. The day of the eccentric
publicity stunt with the sole objective of getting on the six o'clock
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news is over. The day of the strange little man who is a fiJhrer on the
weekend and a janitor in real life is over. It is now time for serious
revolutionary politics to come to the forefront of the White racial
struggle.
Over the next few months I am going to be concentrating on two
main projects. The first is to assess the existing situation from here
at ground zero, I have been out of the country for years and I have
lost touch with developments among our own people, developments
among the enemy, and trends in the economy and in American
society. I am also going to concentrate on building contacts with
serious, dedicated White racial nationalists who are willing to provide
the nucleus for a new departure. I have a few a d v a n t a g e s - f o r one
thing, these Circular Letters will be easier to mail out, since 22 cents
per letter is a lot cheaper than 45p air mail from the Isle of Man.
There are two ways in which you can help. First off, I need to
receive from you every Item of racial nationalist Uterature, every
piece of Communist or Marxist drivel no matter how seemingly
pointless, every internal organizational bulletin, every newspaper
clipping, every Item of Information on political and racial events you
can possibly spare. I would especially like any old N S P N C or N S P A
material you may have lying around so I can refresh my memory on
past events-I've been busy over the past few years and frankly I've
forgotten a Idt of details. After I read what you send me, I will retransmit it on to various White racial nationalists in this country and
In Ireland.
Secondly, let me hear from you—your ideas, the degree to
which you personally are willing to participate in activity, and so on.
I need to start getting to know you as personally as possible at this
distance. Right now, that means by correspondence. Yes, I know,
there's no such thing as mail-order revolution, but the simple fact is
that 22 cents for a postage stamp is still cheaper by far than three
minutes at the very cheapest Ma Bell charges, and so the mail is
going to be the revolution's main line of communication for a long
time to come.
I would like to close with a special thanks to the three comrades
who, between them, donated the money for me to purchase this
typewriter. I am presently writing a book of my political ideas, for
which a publisher is waiting, and by chipping in those few bucks you
have cut production time for the manuscript in half. Thanks again,
guys.

***
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PHASED PLAN FOR
RECOVERY
Circular Letter #2-Series D
29 June 1987
by Harold Covington
Because of a shortage of money, these series D Circuiar Letters
are going to have to run to shorter length than the B series, so I
won't waste time. What I have observed and read since my return to
the United States has led me to certain conclusions. The first and
most obvious fact is that we are entering a period of increased
enemy harassment and persecution. This is not by any means a
"clean sweep," even though the regime has so designated its
primary offensive against the racial right. Believe me, when they
really decide to put the screws on, we'll know it. For the enemy, this
is more a period of experimentation, an attempt to find a way around
their own Constitution, the rules of the game that they themselves
have spent the past thirty years laying down in order to give a free
run to Marxists, sex perverts, liberals, and hate-Whitey niggers.
What they are trying to do is to find some way to suppress political
dissent from the White racial nationalist movement while still giving
the left the full rein of "free speech" to proselytize and propagandize
with. The problem from the System's point of view is how to silence"
us without doing anything that will rebound on their little lefty pets.
They are falling back on two techniques. First off, they are pulling the old stunt of fabricating bogus "crimes" to charge our people
with, using all the panoply of bribed or intimidated witnesses, perjury
by Federal agents, rigged forensic evidence, jury manipulation, and
so on. They are trying to revive the old concept of "sedition," but
personally I doubt they'll be able to make that stick. Ever since Jane
Fonda got her picture taken behind a North Vietnamese anti-aircraft
gun, there has been no such thing as treason in America, much less
sedition. Secondly, they are resorting increasingly to the abuse of
the judicial process through private lawsuits, and this is a sinister
development. The recent loss of the UKA's $250,000 headquarters
building to Morris Dees, suing on behalf of some old Aunt Jemima
type in Alabama, has, in my opinion, finally put paid to the whole
concept of the fully legal Political party for Whites. There is no point
in working and fighting and toughing it out for years if a group's
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resources are going to be wasted in pointless, frivolous harassment
suits from every Tom, Nicodemus, and Hymie, and if the fruits of
years of White patriotic labor can be seized and sold off to pay civil
judgements. When Bob Shelton lost that building, an era ended,
and I hope we can all realize that and profit from the lesson. The
100% open, legal approach is now closed to us by enemy action.
What is now needed is a para-legal approach. What is needed is
an organization tliat isn't an organization. There must be an end to
such things as membership cards, uniforms, public functions where
the Federals take photographs and license numbers, formal organizational structures where John is Generalissimo, Fred is
Golonel-in-Chief, Hank is High Priest, and good old Joe is Chief
Cook and Bottle Washer. We have had painful proof that formal and
open organizations are susceptible td infiltration, division, and conquest by the enemy. They've done it a hundred times..
Now, this does not mean going so far underground that we are
not politically visible at all and are thus ineffective. What it means is
a small, highly visible leadership cadre acting as public functionaries
and spokesmen for not one but many front groups, publications,
committees, clubs, you name i t - a s soon as one is swatted down by
the enemy, another takes-its place. This small, dedicated, and exposed leadership cadre must be supported by a small but highly
motivated and dedicated group of activists who move literature, do
propaganda and political work, raise funds, wage psychological warfare against the enemy, all legally and all without getting themselves
identified. Once an activist is pinpointed by the enemy, since he will
have broken no laws, he may be defunctionalized, but he cannot be
taken out of commission altogether, and then he may assume a
public role as a propaganda focus of this nebulous, swirling, impossible to pin down psychopolitical guerrilla Movement; Remember
the function of guerrilla warfare: to confuse the enemy, to dissipate
his strength and his attention focus, to create alarm and despondency within his ranks, and to weaken him sufficiently so that he will
succumb to an eventual frontal assault And there is still so much
that can be done legally.
There are four phases involved in our recovery of the situation.
The first is the assembly of a wide enough circle of A-1 quality a c tivists to ensure that the new effort gets off the ground and can survive the first few years. The second phase is that of serious
psychological and political preparation of the great mass of Whites,
in order to obtain the crucial withdrawal of consent to be governed,
which Is essential to success. The third phase is a political and
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extra-political assault on tine enemy's weakest points, while the
fourth phase is the creation of a vacuum into which we must step, in
control and functional.
Damn, out of space! Can I run to a third page? Let me check
the old wallet. Nope, not this time. Maybe D-3.
All the best, as always.
:fc ^

^

PHASED PLAN FOR
RECOVERY II
Circular Letter #3-Series D
20 July 1987
by Harold Covington
I have been requested to expand on the phased program for the
creation and progression of an updated and streamlined resistance
movement which I outlined in D-2. I've a little more space this time
so I can devote further commentary to this subject.
The new movement is going to have to be adaptable to the c o n ditions which prevail today in the late 80s and to those which will
prevail in the 1990s, insofar as we can predict those circumstances
from recent events and present trends. This means much of the
Ideological and liturgical baggage from the 60s and 70s is going to
have to be dumped. There will be those who cannot bring themselves to make this necessary adjustment, and although they will hang
about on the fringes for a while, they will eventually wither away due
to their own total irrelevance except, possibly, for a few which are
kept alive on life-support machines by the System in order to provide
black propaganda and discredit White racialism as a whole.
The emphasis is going to shift from "sound and fury" displays
and publicity stunts, open rallies, uniforms and robes and bizarre
garb, etc, whether we will or not. This type of activity is simply going
to become too dangerous. The System is at long last awakening,
sluggishly and sporadically, to the fact that it is under threat and, like
any organism, ft will defend itself. Organizations and leaders who
opt for "sound and fury" in place of the genuine substance of real
political work will not survive the lashing out of the monster's scaly
tail because there is no strength or solidity In such paper fronts and
W
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ego-tripping cults. I note this process beginning already. There are
fewer con men in the racket nowadays because the racket is getting
too risky. Ten years ago one might make a good living peddling
mail-order revolution and selling militaria, tapes, and other toys to
people who thought this would somehow lead to social and political
change. But the most lucrative of mail-order businesses isn't worth
life in a Federal slammer on a faked bombing or a "sedition" charge.
The tempering of our steel proceeds apace.
Right now it is probably best that the Movement is not unified,
because then "Operation Clean Sweep" might have done even more
damage than it has. The regime has the infiltrate-demoralize-splinterdemolish cycle down pat and any attempt right now at creating a
large party with centralized authority and organization would almost
certainly fall victim to such tactics. I think I need to clarify something
I said in D-2. I said that in the wake of the UKA lawsuit, wherein
Shelton's Klan lost their hard-earned headquarters building, the legal
political party was dead as an option for Whites. I think I might better have said the formal, open party is dead as an option, and in this
I agree with Colin Jordan, although I disagree with him. about the
necessity of working with (I say working on) the White population as
a whole.
What is needed is a vehicle that functions like an organization,
yet is not an organization, by which I mean a group that works politically to bring about actual change, and yet has nothing for the
enemy infiltrators to worm their way into. No memhersJiip. cards, no
uniforms, no fixed assets for the enemy to seize through harassment
lawsuits, no fixed form or silhouette to give the enemy a target, the
bare minimum of administrative apparatus necessary to function,
real security precautions as opposed to "come one, come all,
you've got a warm body, we'll stuff you into a uniform!" An organization that is genuinely selective and never has to weed out
creeps, because it never lets them in. A party that you don't join. It
joins you. There are several embryonic groups of this nature already
in existence (or non-existence), and there must be more. The following program is not intended for One Big Party. The time for that is
way, way down the pike, so far down that I have no intention of discussing it any time In the forseeable future. It is intended to be used,
re-used, altered to fit circumstances, and tailored to fit the needs of
as many different groups as possible.
PHASE I. INITIAL CADRE ASSEMBLY. The material is already there. There are thousands of Grade A activists going to
waste out there, pumping gas or shuffling papers in offices or didLiberty Bell I September 1987
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dling about in general. They came and went in droves during the
60s, 70s, and eariy 80s. They joined assorted organizations, a
dozen different Klan groups, a hundred different dead ends, false
starts, and con tricks. They came, they saw, they left in disgust.
They still believe in the race but not in the Movement. They must be
re-activated.
We must have the benefit of their experience, their discipline, their linkage with the past, their contacts, their expertise.
I know myself where several hundred of them are. Every day I
get new possibles, referred by someone who was referred by someone else I knew in Rhodesia or the NSWPP or remember from the
NISPA. This is the only phase I'm willing to set a timetable on. Given
sufficient
support, I can have an adequate number of Grade A
people contacted, motivated, reactivated, and on board in a year to
eighteen months. To make things calendar-neat, we can be ready to
roll into Phase II by 1 January 1989, if such is your desire.
PHASE II. PROPAGANDA. During Phase il the main thrust of
all our efforts will be the education and proselytizing of our fellow
White people through direct communication.
The group's primary
designation will utilize a Basic Literature Line (BLL) comprising about
a dozen short pieces detailing the non-party's stand and programme
on every pertinent topic. Beyond the BLL will be the agitational
material of the "Boat Ticket to Africa" type, stickers, etc., the usual
sort of tools most of us are familiar with and have mastered over the
y e a r s - t h e y worl<, if used right. Special covert sections will handle
intelligence and counterintelligence and also the second main activity for Phase II, psycfiologlcal

warfare

against

the enemy.

This is

vital for the progress of the revolution and also it Is important for our
own morale that we strike back occasionally.
All of the preceding will be done strictly within the parameters of
the enemy "law," except for occasional unavoidable violation of
obscure city ordinances about leafletting, putting up posters and
handbills, etc. The legal avenues still open to us are many and
variegated if we will use our noggins, be creative, be light on our
feet, and dance back out of range when we stir the enemy up too
strongly During Phase II a primary rule will be: AVOID ENGAGEMENT with the enemy, because we still will be too weak. There will
be no media interviews. We will keep our asses out of the enemy's
courtrooms (where he wants us). We will avoid, as far as we can,
getting indentified and pinpointed for victimization. We will concentrate on bringing
our own people around to where they will
provide sufficient support in the population for Phase III. Phase II is
arguably the most Important one, because if we try to go into Phase
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III with insufficient support in population, then we are going to get
clobbered in very short order. The System will be quite capable of
recognizing the difference between us and Hollywood regalia freaks,
and they will react violently.
PHASE III. POLITICAL ENGANGEMENT OF THE ENEMY. I
do not use the term "engagement" frivolously. This is where we are
going to start burying friends and comrades. This time it's going to
be for real. We will still be "legal" in that we will contest elections,
operate openly, and use the enemy's establishment against him, but
legality has never bothered ZOG when threatened, and it's going to
be very, very hairy. Covert and extra-political tactics will accompany
the political assault. It will be Weimar writ large. There will have to
be organizational changes during this phase, and structures may
have to become more formalized in order to function. However, we
will still stay as light and as mobile as possible, giving the enemy as
few targets to attack as we can. Space precludes further exposition
on this phase, as does circumspection. The principles of guerrilla
warfare can be and will be applied to our legal political phase.
PHASE IV. OPEN WAR. The whole thrust of bur policy up t o
this point must be directed towards two objectives: A) Getting the
System to outlaw

us

completely

WITHOUT

PROVOKING

THIS

THROUGH ILLEGALITY, and 8) being strong enough t o take them
on and defeat them once this occurs. In other words, victory will
come when the enemy is losing decisively
under his own rules of
legality. In that he is losing the hearts and minds of the White working people who keep society functioning, and those Whites, vital to
the continuation of the System, have withdrawn their consent to be
governed. Our proscription must be clearly seen to be the result of
propaganda and legalistic defeat, the desperate act of a tyranny
trying to suh/ive. We will then be morally justified in taking up arms.
But the onus must be on the system and we must be strong
enough
to win when this occurs! It would be catastrophic to be pushed or
conned into some act of wild illegality which could stigmatize us as
"criminals" and give the System the chance to ban us and crush us
prematurely.
One continuous thread running through this whole phased plan
like a vital artery will be a fighting publication,
almost certainly a
tabloW newspaper.
It will be informational, agitational, and
propagandizing. It will draw all the separate threads of the pattern
together once every issue and sort them into proper order before
they diverge again. It will be the main weapon we use during the
middle two phases and a major weapon in Phase IV as well, when
Liberty Bell / September 1987
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we will hopefully have the underground printing facilities to issue it illegally. During Phases II and III the distribution networks for the
paper will create the informal non-organization which will become
the party of revolution itself. The creation and maintenance of this
as yet unnamed fighting publication is possibly the most vital aspect
of the whole plan.
I have submitted this C L as a basis for discussion, running it up
the flagpole. Is anybody out there saluting? Let me hear from you.
If I'm just sitting here babbling to myself, I'd like to know, and I'll try
another angle.
Money. Everybody's screaming for it, even more so than usual.
We have two very important legal cases coming up, the trial of the
pastors at Fort Smith, Bob Miles and Richard Butler, and the second
Holocaust trial of Ernst Zundel coming up in Toronto. They need
your help and I commend them to your attention. If you can spare
me a few bucks or postage stamps as well, I'd appreciate it. I've got
several special projects I'd like to get to work on when I can raise the
funds.
^
Harold Covington can now be reached at P.O. Box 37731, Raleigh NC 27627

ERNST Z O N D E L needs your support for his 2nd destroy-forever-the-"Holocaust"-trial. He can be reached at 416-922-9850,
or by mail at 206 Carlton St., Toronto ONT MSA 2L1, Canada or
MPO Box 791, Niagara Falls NY 14302.
PASTOR ROBERT MILES needs your support for his upcoming
"Sedition" trial. He can be reached at 10S87 Byron Rd., Howell
Ml 48843
PASTOR RICHARD BUTLER needs your support for his upcoming "Sedition" trial. He can be reached at Box 362, Hayden Lake
ID 83835.
PLEASE, SUPPORT THESE FIGHTERS WITH YOUR DONATIONS!
Speaking to Ernst Zundel on the telephone a few minutes ago
(27 August 1987), we just learned that Ernst was served with another
complaint by Mrs. Sabina Citron alleging once again that Ernst
spread "False News" when he, in January during a radio interview,
stated that it was a "malicous lie" to say that the Germans killed six
million of her fellow tribesmen. Ernst has to appear in court on 4
September 1987 to answer this new charge.
-Editor
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K E E P T H E LIBERTY BELL R I N G I N G !
Please remember: Our fight is Your fight! Donate whatever y o u
can spare on a r e g u l a r - m o n t h l y or quarterly-basis. Whether it is
$2., $5., $20., or $100. or more, rest assured it is needed here and
w i l l be used i n our c o m m o n struggle. If y o u are a businessman,
postage stamps i n any denomination, are a legitimate business
expense-and we need and use many of these here every m o n t h , and
w i l l be gratefully accepted as donations.
Y o u r donations will help us spread the Message of Liberty and
White Survival throughout the land, by making available additional
copies of our printed material to fellow Whites who do not yet k n o w
what is i n store for them.
Order our pamphlets, booklets, stickers, a n d - m o s t i m p o r t a n t l y our reprints which are ideally suited for mass distribution at
reasonable cost. Order extra copies of Liberty Bell for distribution
to y o u r circle of friends, neighbors and relatives, urging them to
subscribe to our unique publication. Our bulk prices are shown on
the inside front cover of every issue of Liberty Bell.
Pass along y o u r copy of Liberty Bell, and copies o f reprints y o u
obtained from us, to friends and acquaintances who may be o n our
'wave length,' and urge them to contact us for more of the same.
Carry o n the fight to free our White people from the shackles of
alien domination, even i f y o u can only j o i n our ranks i n spirit. Y o u
can provide for this by bequest. The foUowhig are suggested forms
of bequests which y o u may include i n y o u r Last W i l l and Testament:
1. I bequeath to M r . George P . Dietz, as Trustee for Liberty Bell
Publications, P . O . B o x 2 1 , Reedy W V 25270 U S A , the sum o f
$
for general purposes.
2.1 bequeath to M r . George P . Dietz, as Trustee for Liberty Bell
Publications, P . O . B o x 2 1 , Reedy W V 25270 U S A , the following
described property
for general purposes.

DO YOUR PART TODAY - HELP FREE OUR WHITE
RACE FROM ALIEN DOMINATION!

